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SUMMARY

Project Title: Summer School Pilot Project

'Contact Persons: John MacDonald, Nancy Baencri, Freda Holley

Major Positive Findings:

A total of 1,193 students were enrolled for at least part
of the summer school.

Attendance rates were high. On the average, students were
present 94% of the days enrolled.

The math and Limited English Proficiency (LEP).. Reading short-
term objectives were met. In math, students were to master
specified skills at an 80% level or better. The average per-
cent correct for each grade ranged from 86% to 93%.correct.
The LEP students shoWed greater than 80% accuracy on their
Spanish workbook assignments and completed three levels of
the Stepping Into English series rather than two levels as
specified.

Major Findings Requiring Action:

o The short-term objective for the regular reading program was
not met. The objective stated that 90% of the students would
master all of the required units, but only 60% did. It is
the evaluation staff's view that the objeciive may have been
set unrealistically high because the materials had not been
used before in the District. The materials and the way in
which they were used should also be reviewed.

WHO ATTENDED SUMMER SCHOOL?

Students were eligible to attend the summer school for retainees if they
had beenin.: first through sixth grade and had been retained at some point
in their school careers. A total of 1,193 students-were enrolled and attended
at least part of the summer school. Some of the general characteristics of
the student body were that:

About 40% were female and 60% were male.
Almost half (48%) were Hispanic, while 19% were Black and
23% were Anglo (which matches the percent of the general
school population retained fairly closely).
Almost half of the students enrolled (48%) were retained
at the end of the 1981-82 school year. About 13% were
retained in 1980-81 and 5% were retained in 1979-80. The
retention status of the remaining students (34%) could
not be determined because records before 1979-80 were not
available.
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Half of the students were in first or second c,rade.
Students were an average of six months below grade level in
reading in first grade. This difference .ncreased to fifteen
months (1.5 years) below grade level in reading by grade six.
Students were six to twenty months below grade level in math.
About 63% were eligible for free- or reduced-price lunch.
A total of 39 of the 179 students (15% of the total enrolled)
classified as Limited English Proficiency (LEP) participated
in the program for Spanish monolingual students.
About one third of the students were eligible for Title I
services in 1981-82, with 5% actually served.
One quarter of those enrolled received special education
services in 1981-82.
The attendance data available for 1981-82 indicated that
summer school students were present 94% of the days enrolled.
The summer school attendance rate was 94% of the days enrolled.

WHAT.WERE THE MAJOR FEATURES OF THE SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM?

There is research evidence that low-achieving students fall further behind
their higher achieving peers over summer breaks from school. The AISD 1982

- elementary summer school for retainees was designed to provide additional
basic skills instruction so that retainees would not fall further behind
during the summer and would be better prepared to benefit from the follow-
ing year's instruction.

The summer school curriculum included 90 minutes of reading instruction,
90 minutes of math instruction, and 60'minutes of Community School activi-
ties and a snack break. The reading curriculum for English-dominant stu-
dents was based on the Chicago Mastery Learning Reading system (CMLR) and
emphasized comprehension skills at most grades and comprehension and word
attack skills at first grade: The CMLR program is organized so that stu-
dents receive instruction in a particular skill and are tested following
instruction. Those students mastering the skill based on this test are
given enrichment activities, while those students not mastering the skill
are given further instruction. At the end of the additional instruction,
these students are again tested to see if they have mastered the skill
(based on set criteria).

Students with limited proficiency in English (LEP) received instruction in
Spanish reading for three days each week, and in English as a Second Language
(ESL) for two days each week, using the following materials: Elena x Dani,
Caracolitos, Stepping Into English, I Like English Teaching. Cards, Language
Visuals, and Scholastic Colecci6n..

2 6
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The math curriculum was based on the'Math for Everyone series, and emphasized
problem solving and numeration. Teachers could also cover geometry and
measurement as time permitted. Students were tested followiQg instruction
in a specific skill, and those showing mastery (having 80% of the items
correct or better) were engaged in enrichment activities, while those not
showing mastery were given additional instruction and again tested. Student
with Limited English Proficiency, were instructed in Spanish using the same
materials.'

Community School activities were of the student's choice, and included arts,
crafts, tableames, and physical education.

Special features of thiS year's summer school included telephone calls'to
onehalf of the students' 1981-82 teachers and home Visits to onefourth of
the students' parents.y These contacts were designed to increase the informa
tion available to the teacher in planning for the students' instructional
needs. Parents were also sent information on follawup activities'they could,
complete with their children between the end of summer school and the begin
ning of megular;school. It was hoped that these activities would increase
parent involvement and promote continued student learning for the rest of the
summer.

Summer school was held on five campuses: Becker, Brooke, Cook, Maplewood,
and St. Elmo schools from June 7 through July 9,(a total of 24 instructional
days). Instructional staff were selected on the basis of recommendations
from instructional coordinators and principals, and ratings by personnel
on selected criteria (e.g., their length of experience at their grade
level).

A total of 77 teachers participated, of which 94% were female.. In terms
of ethnicity, 23% were Hispanic, 10% were Black, and 66% were Anglo. Half
of these teachers had six or more years' experience in education.. About
40% held master's degrees, while the other 60% held bachelor's degrees.
All teachers held certification for the elementary level; 21%,were certified=
'to teach bilingual classes, and 27% were certified to teach special education
classes.

Setting up and maintaining the operationof the summer school was the overall
responsibility of the Directors of Elementary Management and Curriculum. The
language arts, language- esponse program, and math curriculum committees were
responsible for selecting curriculum, setting up procedures for its use, and
ordering and delivering materials. An ,educational planner was the primary
writer of the grant application to TEA, and also helped with the home visit
and telephone call procedures and follow-4 activities. An evaluator helped
to develop the TEA grant application, and with some aspects of the home visit
and telephone call planning. The evaluator and an evaluation intern developed
and carried out the evaluation of the project. Staff members in peri-annel,
transportation, school plant, and finance also had responsibilities for certain
aspects of the program.

7
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WAS THE SUMMER SCHOOL IMPLEMENTED AS TLANNED?

Information about program implementation was obtained by examining project
records, teacher records, classroom observation, a teacher survey, a direc
tor survey, and a parent survey.

In the program as it was originally planned, 900 students were expected to
enroll, and 60 teachers were to be hired for a planned pupiltoteacher
ratio (PTR) of 15 to 1. As enrollment went past 900 to a final total of
1,193, the number of campuses increased from three to five, and 77 teachers'
were hired instead of 60. The final PTR was 15.5 students to each teacher,
very close to the planned value. The actual number of students present in
the classroom on any one day averaged 12 students per teacher, based on 206
hours of observation in 25 classrooms.

Three hours were allotted to basic skills instruction in the program as
originally planned. The fullday observations revealed that 64% of this
allotted time was spent actively engaged in basic skills Instruction, while
36% was spent in management and other noninstructional tasks. Students
appeared to.be "ontask" for 89% of the time they.,were actually engaged in
basic skills instruction. These time estimates are close to those obtained r
in previous observations of Title I classrooms.

Because the math and reading programs both involved frequent assessments of
student progress and because summer school teachers did not know their: stu
dents before the first day,it was expected that one noninsructional
activity reducing engaged time would be.assessment. Observers reported that
5% of basic skills time was spent in assessment; 6% during the `first week of
summer school.

Students spent 63% of engaged instructional time working with the teacher,

and 37% working on their own. When not working on their own, students
worked in groups with an average size of 12; this essentially meant the

entire class. Teachers had been given examples of small group activities
that students might be engaged in during enrichment,.but the occurrence
of small group instruction seems to have been infrequent.

Observers reported no departures from the planned sequence of Instruction

in math or reading except that "motivational exercises" took place lgss

frequently than every day. 0

One aspect of the program was the use of rewards for attendance for godd

behavior and for good academic performance. Calculators, given to stu
dents for use during math class, could be kept by students if they were
absent fewer than three days. Scented stickers and other rewards were

given to students for good behavior and performance. About 69% of the
students earned calculators for being present at least 22 of the 24 days.

Students were given an average of 2.8 scented stickers per day based on
observations; in 91% of the cases, these rewards seemed Obviously tied to

good behavior or good academic performance.
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Teachers were asked to visit only a sample of student homes and call only
some former teachers to decrease the time necessary for the activity and
to enable them to compare effectiveness of the methods in providing instruc-
tional information. When surveyed, 32% of the teachers stated that the
telephone calls to teachers were more useful, while 27% felt home visits
we're more useful, and 41% weren't sure which was more useful. Thus, both
were seen as helpful'by at least some teachers, but no clear-cut preference
was found.

WERE THE SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVES FOR THE PROGRAM MET7

The reading program generally did not meet its short-term objective that
"by the end of the five-week summer school, reading skills specified for
each grade level will be mastered by'90% of the retainees participating."
This objective was obtained for all objectives at grade six, for four of
the required objectives at grade four (categotizing, comparisons unit I, cause
and effect, and fact and opinion). The shOrt-term objective was not attained
for =my of the first-, second-, third-, or fifth-grade skills.

This failure may have been a conseq'ience of setting the criterion at 90%.
The objective would have been more ':ealistic if it had stated that 70% of
the students would master the required units at an 80% mastery level. All
skills at first grade, two of five skills at second grade, four of five

.

skills at third grade, all fourth gradeskillS, five of six skills at fifth
grade, and all sixth grade skills were mastered by at least 70% of the stu-
dents. A total of 30 of the .37 required units were mastered by 70% or more
of the students.

The LEP Spanish Reading program met its 'short-term objective that "LEP
retainees participating in summer school will show 80% accuracy on work-
book assignments on the average." All students met this criterion. Based

on data for 26 of the 39 LEP students (67%), it appears that the
LEP English,as a Second Language program met its short-term objective that
"LEP retainees participating in summer school will complete at least two
levels in the Stepping Into English series." All 26 students were reported
to have completed three levels: The City Mouse and Country Mouse, The Lion
and the Mouse, and The Rabbit and the Turtle.

The short-term objective for the math program, that "by the end of the five-
week summer school, participating retainees will, on the average, master
the number of skills specified for their instructional level at an 80%
level," appears to have been met. For each grade, the mean percent
correct on math mastery tests ranged from 86% correct to 93% Correct.

. .
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HOW MUCH DID SUMMER SCHOOL COST?

Preliminary budget figures indicatethat $263,726 was spent )for this year's
summer school from local and TEA funds allocated for,this 40'uxpose. This does
not reflect the salaries of the five directors while still on their 1981-82
contracts and over 1,300 hours of planning and implementation time put in by'
other District administrators.

HOW WILL ACHIEVEMENT OF LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES BE MEASURED?

A control group of retainees who did not attend summer school will be

matched with a group of retainees who did attend summer school. 'Mese stu-

dents will be matched on: ethnicity, sex, grade,, Title I eligibility, LEP

status, special education service, reading achievement (April 1982, Iowa

Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) Reading Total) and math achievement (April 1982

ITBS Math Total). These two grOups of students will be compared on April
1983 ITBS reading achievement (both on Reading Total; and on skills emphasized

" in summer school) and on ITBS Math achievement ( both Math Total ann on skills

emphasized in summer school). These sources will be used to assess the

attainment of the following long-term objectives.

Reading: As of April 1983, retainees 'participating in
the 1982 summer school will show higher achievement in
reading'areas emphasized than will retainees'who did
not participate based on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills

(ITBS).

Math: As of April'1983, retainees participating in the
1982 summer school will show higher achievement in math
areas emphasized than will retainees who did not partici-

pate based on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS).

A teacher checklist of math and reading skills will be sent to a sample of

teachers who have retainee5,who did and did not attend summer school to see
if those attending summer school are showing noticeably better .performance

this fall.
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instrument Description: Summer.8ehool Student File

Brief description of the dare filet

The Summer School Student File is a eolloc tion of information fro4 a variety of sourced
It contains demographic data about students in the 1982 elementary Summer School Pilot
Project (SSPP), as well AA academicand enrollment data about these studente. Ic also

contains data abduc characteristics of the summer school program they received, and
academic and acceodance data for summer school.

Which students or ocher individuals are included on the file?

All students attending the 1982 AISD elementary Summer School Pilot #rogram.

How often is information on the file added, deleted, or updated? "

Never. The file was created .nly for the purpose of evaluating the 1982 summer school.

':ho is reloonsible for changing or adding information to

N/A.

aow vas the information tones' red on the file ;achered?

r Student identification numbers, 1981-82 attendance, and AISD enrollment information were
obtained from cards filled in by the 1981-82 teacher of summer school students. Some ID
numbers which were missing were looked up individually based on the Student Mister File.
Student eligibility for and 1981-82 service by Title I. Title I Migrant, SCE, LEP, and
Special Education programs was obtained from ORE Project Files.

Are there oroblems with che'inf:r=acion on the file that mav affect the

vialidicv of the data!

Attendance data for 1981-82 were copied by 1981-82 teachers from their records to summer
school registration cards. ORE observers collected this information and transferred it
to forms suitable for keypunching. This three step process may have resulted in some
et. Ocher sources of error are unknown.

"-.

7/tat data are available concernio. the accuracy and reliabilitv of the
information on the file?

Attendance data could be checked avinsc attendance registers but time costs are prohib
itive. A check of identification r'nbers and program participation could be done vich
some project files.

Are :hers normative or historical data available for incertrecing the/

results?

No.

3rief descrtmcion of the file Layout:

See Attachment A-1.

A-2
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SUMMER SCH0a-STUDENT FAE

Purpose

The Summer School Student File was created to provide information used to
answer the following decision and evaluation questions:

Decision Question Dl: Were the students served and staffing of
summer school appropriate for future summer schools? Are alter7...
ations necessary ?

Evaluation. Question D1-1: What were the characteristics of
students served summer school including:

- Age
- Sex
Grade Level

- Ethnicity
- Eligibility for Title I, Title .I Migrant, LEP
and SCE programs in 1981-82

- Service by Title I, Title I Migrant, LEP, and SCE
Programs'in 1981-82

-Ftee lunch:eligibility
- Number of years enrolled in AISD
- Attendance rate for 1981-82
- Special Education status
- Year of retention: this year or earlier
- Historical achievement data: mean scores in grade equivalents

on ITBS reading and math, spring 1982.

The file will be updated with spring 1983 ITBS reading and math scores to answer
the following decision and evaluation questions:

Decision Question D4: Should retainees be encouraged to attend summer school ?.

Evaluation Question D4-2: Did students meet long-term objectives?

Evaluation Question' D4-3: What were the average grade equivalent scores
of retainees,in the summer school in April 1982 and April 1983?
By skill areas emphasized and not emphasized in summer school?

Evaluation Question D4-4: How did the 'scores of retainees who
attended summer school compare to those of retainees who did not
attend summer school as of April 1983? By skill areas emphasized
and not emphasized in summer school?

Evaluation-Question D4-5: Can'any variables be identified that relate
to student achievement?

Data pertinent to Decision Question Di is reported in this technical report.
The ITBS will not be administered until April 1983 and thus data pertinent
td Decision Question D4 will not be available until that time. The results
of the 1983eITBS testing will be reported in the 1982-83 technical report on
retainees, to be released in July of 1983.
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Procedure

The Summer School Student File has been created from several data sources:

1. Summer School Teacher Records
2. Summer School Registration Cards
3. The July 1982 Student Master File
4. The July 1982 Family File
5. The Spring 1982 ITBS File
6. The Title I Master Service File
7. The Migrant Master File
8. The SCE "ELE" File
9. The LANG File (LEP.Status)
10. The Special Education Master File

These files were accessed to gain information pertinent to Decision Question Dl.

Data obtained from sources 3-10 listed above were obtained in a similar manner

and will be described together below.

Summer School Registration Cards: At the time summer school classes began, the
names of students enrolled were known only to campus directors and summer

school teachers. In order to access information about the students attending
summer school, we first had to find out who those students were. The infor-
mation teachers and directOrs had on each student was contained on the summer
school registration cards, which had been completed by each student's former

teacher. A facsimile of this card is contained in Attachment A-2. The card

contained the student's name, age, 1981-82 school,.the student's ID number,
parents' address and phone numb-ers, information about the reading and math
texts the-student used in 1981-82, special program enrollment, days enrolled
in 1981-82, days absent 1981-82, and years enrolled in AISD.

Observers hired by ORE to make instructional-process observations were also

asked to collect this information. For each summer school first-period class,
these observers copied-student's name, ID number, number of days enrolled in

1981782, number of days absent in 1981-82, and years in attendance in AISD,

as well as information about whether a student was chosen by the teacher to

have a home visit made to his parents' home or whether a student was chosen

to receive a phone call by the summer school teacher tp-the student's 1981-82

teacher, and whether or not these home visits-and,phone calls were successfully
completed. The record form used by the observerSfor collecting this information

is contained in Attachment A-3. The procedure used by teachers to choose which
child would receive a phone call or a home visit is contained in Appendix E

(Project Records). the information contained on these record forms was
keypunched and entered on the file.

Summer School Teacher Records: Each teacher maintained a record of student

absences during the summer school. This record was given to the campus director

the last day of the summer school (July 9th). On July-12th, the campus directors

sent these records to ORE via school mail. Coders hired by ORE collected this
data on attendance on the record form contained in Attachment A-4 and the data

was keypunched and matched to the file which had been created with data from

the registration cards: Other data collected on the record form in Attachment.
A-4 were used to collect mastery test information, and these data are described

in Appendix F (Mastery Tests).

A-4 14
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ORE Proiect Files: Student IDs on the Summer School Student File were
matched_ against IDs appearing on the July, 1982 Student Master File to
obtain students' ethnicity, date,of birth, sex, and 1981-82 grade. These
student IDs were also matched against the July Family File to obtain
_students' addresses. Addresses were necessary toccreate mailing labels
for the follow-up activities described in Appendix E. (Project Records).
Student IDs appearing on the Summet School Student File were matched
against the spring 1982 ITBS File to obtain these students' test scores.
Finally, student IDs appearing on the Summer School Student File were
matched against the Title I Master. Service File, the Migrant Master File,
the SCE "ELE" File, the LANG File (LEP), and the Special Education Master
File to obtain data regarding students' eligibility for and service by
each of these programs.

Results-

Summary statistics were generated for each of the variables-and are
reported .below. The total number of students served was 1,193. ThiS
is based on the number Who showed up for at least part of the summer
school-term and.is'not an average daily enrollment figure. Some descrip-
tive data was not available for some students.

Number.

. .

Sex Female 417 39.1

Male .
656 60.9

TOTAL 1,078 ' 100.0

Figure A-1: SEX OF SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS. Although 1,193 students
attended SuMmer School, demographic information was
Only available for 1,078.

Age.(Years-Months) Mean

Median

9 -8

9-5

Range:.. 5-11 to 14-11'

Figure A-2. AGE OF SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS. N=1,078..

A-5
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%

Grade Level: Summer School First. 313 27.8

Second 257 22.8

Third 146 13.0

Fourth v183 16.2

Fifth/Sixth 224 19.9

Total 1127 100.0

Figure A -3. SUMMER SCHOOL GRADE PLACEMENT OF STUDENTS.

.SPAQ1al_Programe

Eligible Served
Numbered Percent. Number 'Perdent

Title I 372 32.6% 61 5.3%

Title I Migrant 61 5.3% 2a 2.5%

Figure A-4. ,STUDENTS ELIGIBLE AND SERVED BY TITLE I
AND TITLE ,I MIGRANT PROGRAMS IN1981-82: N=1,141.

'Number Percent

SCE Reading 91 '8.0%

SCE Math 35
,

3.1%

Special Education 285 250%

Figure,A-5. STUDENTS SERVED BY STATE COMPENSATORY EDUCATION
(SCE) AND SPECIAL EDUCATION IN 1981-82. N=1,144

The mean number of minutes served per day for Special Education students was
118.7; the median was 114.5. The range of minutes served per day was 8.0 to
360.0 per - day.

16
A-6
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ETHNICITY

z

1

i. % I

SUMMER SCHOOL GRADE PLACEMENT

-2 3

z i z #

4
% I

5/6
%

TOTAL

AMERICAN INDIAN 0 0 1 25.0 2 50.0 0 0 0 0 1 25.0 4 0.4

ASIAN O 0 3 50.0 0 0 2 33.3 1 16.7 0 0 6 0.6

SLACK 0. 0 84 27.4 72 23.5 45 14.7 57 18.6 49 16.0 307 28.5

HISPANIC 13 2.5 153 29.8 112 21.8 52 10.1 79 15.4 105 20.4 514 47.7

ANGLO 0 0 61 24.7 55 22.3- 37 15.0 40 16.2 54 21.9 11=247 22.9

TOTAL 13 1.2 302 28.0 241 22.4, 136 15.0 177 16.4 209 19.4 1,078 100.0

ti,

Figure A-6. ETHNICITY BY GRADE PLACEMENT. Cell percentages indicate
percent of ethnic group. Row total percentages indicate
percent. of total (1,078).

CAMPUS

ETHNICITY BECKER BROKE
z

COOK
li z

MAPLEWOOD
0 z

ST. ELMO
0

TOTAL
#

1AMER. IND/AN 1 0.5 0 0 3 1.4 0 0 0 0 4 0.4

ASIAN 3 1.6 0 0 2 0.9 0 0 1 0.5 6 0:6

BLACK 23 12.6 33 13.7 82 38.0 140 63.6 29 13.2 307, 28.5

HISPANIC 94 51.6 202 84.2 60 27.8 56 25.5 102 46.4 514 47.7

ANGLO 61 33.5 5 2.1 69 31.9 24 10.9 88 40.0 247 22.9

TOTAL 182 100.0 240 100.0 216 100.0 220 100.0 220 100.0 1,078 100.0

Figure A-7. ETHNICITY BY CAMPUS ENROLLED...Brooke is the campus where
LEP/ESL classes were held. Cell percentages indicate per-

, cent of campUs enrollment.

A -7 17
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MEDIAN IC

Number of Years Enrolled AISD 3.23. 603

Nilmber of Days Enrolled, 1981-82 174.3 644

Number of Days Absent, 1981-82 6.7 581

Percent Days Attending, 1981-82' 96.2 581

Figure A-8. ATTENDANCE AND ENROLLMENT DATA FOR 1981-82 FOR .

THE 1982 SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS. (Attendance and
enrollmentdata was. only listed on the cards. of

(50.5%)..of the 1,193 students enrolled in
SuMEer'School.)

MEDIAN'

Number of Days Enrolled 23.9 1000

Number of Days Absent 0.7 1000

Percent of Days Attending 97.1 . 1000,

Figure Ar.9. ATTENDANCE AND ENROLLMENT DATA FOR SUMMER SCHOOL
FOR 1982 SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS. :(Data was only'.
collected.for 1,000'(83.8%).of the 1,193'students
enrolled in Summer School.)

YEAR OF RETENTION

1981 -82 551 48.3,
1980-81 151 13.2
1979 -80 63 5.5

Earlier than 1979-80 256 22.4
Probably not Retainees 134 11.7

TOTAL 1,141* 100.0*

Figure.k40. 'NUMBER OF' RETAINEES VERSUS NONRETAINEES IN SUMMER SCHOOL.
Record of student retentions are available On central
records only for'1981-82, 1980-81, and 1979-80. Students
who were not listed on these files were assumed to have
been retained earlier than 1979-80 if.their present grade
placement is Grade 3-Grade'6,or not retained if their
present grade placement is K-Grade 2'.

*Some students were retained more than once, so N and Percent TotalS are
not sums of row entries.
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z

READINTTOTAL

N

MATH TOTAL

'NMEAN SD . 7 MEAN SD

K 0.60 0.57 2 1.13 '0.31 6
1 1.19 0.48 242 1.34 0.52 252
2 1.80 0.63, 198 2.24 0.62 197
3 2.65 0.73 109 2.97 0.61 116
4 3.30 0.91 -3e53 0.72 '139.
5 .. 4.27 1.16

,136

167 4.47 0.96 176
6 4.93 0.42 3 5.33 0.61 3

Figure A-11. SPRING.1982 IOWA TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS.(ITBS)
SUBTEST SCORES IN GRADE EQUIVALENTS FOR SUMMER
SCHOOL STUDENTS. "SD "means standard deviation.

N

LEP 183 150
NON-LEP OR UNDETERMINED 1010 84.7

TOTAL 1193 100.0

Figure A-12._ NUMBER AND PERCENT OF SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS
WHO ARE LIMITED-IN ENGLISH PROFICIliNCY (LEP)
AS OF SEPTEMBER 1982. .

N

ELIGIBLE FOR FREE OR
REDUCED-PRICE LUNCH 749 62.8

RECEIVING ,FREE OR
REDUCED-PRICE LUNCH 718 60.2

NOT ELIGIBLE 444 37.2

TOTAL' 1193 100.0

Figure A-13. NUMBER AND PERCENT OF SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS
WHO ARE ON FREE OR REDUCED-PRICE LUNCH.

Summary: .

Atotal of 1,193 students were served by the summer school. Almost two- thirds
(61%) were male, which matches the percentage of retainees who are male in
AISD very closely. Ethnic percentages are also representative of AISD's .

A-9
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retainee population, with 47.7% Hispanic, 28.5'73-Black, 22.9% Anglo, and'1%

American'Indian or Asian students. The greatest percentage of students
served were in first (27.8%) or second, (22.8%) grade. :Of those students
recommended for retention in 1981-82, 39.2% were first grader's and---16.8%

. .

were second graders.

About 63% of the students were low-income based on free- or reduced-price
lunch eligibility. About one-third were eligible for Title I services (33%)
and about one-sixth (15%) had limited English proficiency. About 25% of the

students were eligible for-Special Education. Interestingly, one-quarter

of the summer school teachers:Were certified to teach these students. Stu-

dents were generally six months (in first grade) to two years (in fifth

grade) behind their grade placement in reading achievement in April 1982,
and were between six months (first grade) and one and a half years (fifth

grade) behind in math.

Information regarding matched-control group students:

A sample of summer school students who were retained in 1981-82 (N=551) and

a sample of those retained in 1980-81 (N=151) will be matched on year of
retention, ethnicity, sex,. grade, Title I eligibility; LEP,status, special
-education service, reading achieveient (April 1982 ITBSTeading Total), and
math achievement (April 1982 ITBS. Math Total) with a sample Of 1981 -82
retainees (N-892) and 1980 -81 retainees (N=1074) who did not attend the
1982 summer school program. These two groups of-Studentswill be compared
on April 1983 .ITBS reading and math achievement, and on a. Fall 1982 teacher

checklist of reading and math performance.
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BLOCKS ILE CHARACTERS DATE CREATED:
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LAJEL ID

FILE LAYOUT

TAPE NO.

Attachment A-1

Page 2 of 2

BY:

SLOCKSIZE CHARACTERS DATE CREATED

RECORD SIZE CHARACTERS

DESCRIPTION

REMARKS

DENSITY BPI

SEQUENCE

NO of
COLS.

COLUMNS DATA FORMAT FIELD NAME I REMARKS
FROM I TO

4 118 121 Numeric ConCePts G.E. iTBS 4-82 : ,

4 122. 125
II Problems G.E.

4 126 129
II Computations G.E.

4 130 133
II Reading Total G.E.

4 134 137
,I Math Total G.E.

1 138 138 Title I eligibility (1- eligible, ()mot eligible)

1 139 139 TitlI combined service.(0.mot served, 1 -lab, lab;

r
2- class, class; 3 -both, both;.
4- served differently;'5served

only fall or only spring

1 140 140 Title I-Migrant-migrant status (1, 2, 4, 5currentiy

, eligible; 3, 6-former elibi-
ble)

1 141 141 Title I Migrant-service status (1- service, 0-not served)

1 142 142 SCE-"ELe file - service in readingYLA (1- service,

Ootherwise) ,
.

1 143 143 SCE-"ELE" file-service :..n math (1- service, 0-otherwise)

,
.

.
.
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STUDENT DATA CARD for SUMMER SCHOOL 1982

mdent's Name Age School

mdent's ID Number

lone: Home Work

Address

Grade

1STRUCTIONAL INFORMATION Special Programs

:ADING MATH
Title Title

)asal completed Text completed

Publisher Publisher

!commended Instructional 'Level

Vocabulary

Recommended Instructional Level

Computation

[TBS 1981 scores ITBS 1981 scores

Comprehension
Concepts

EALTH ALERT
Problem solving

ments: ATTENDANCE Days Enrolled Days Absent

Years Enrolled in AISD

(to closest year)

ilingual Program Only

23

B

Spanish Reading
Basal Title

D E Level

24



saw. 7 GRADE TEACHER

STODEW HAM 10 HUMBER

To Receive

Phone Cali

To Receive

Home Visit

Received

Phone Cal
Received

hoes Visit

19111-87
lays Present Days Enrolled
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.
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.
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SUM?IFR SCHOOL 1502 -- STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

FREMENCY 0IST9IBUTIUN FOR VARIABLE N22 14 ABSENT OF ENROLLED)

Conk:

Lon

ARSOLUTE
FRFQ

IOC.

2.00 06.

3.00 70.

4.00 34.

5.00 53.

6.00 39.

'7.00
. 30.

8.00 26.

9.00 28.

10.00 19.

11.00 11.

12.00 L2.

13.30 IA.

14.00 20.

15.00 7.

16.00 6.

17.00 6.

13.00 6.

19.00 2.

20.00 3.

21.00 2.

22.00 I.

23.00 1.

24.00 1.

25.0tf 1.

26.00 1.

29.00 1.

RELATIVE
FRFQ
(PCT.1

ADJUSTED
'FREC
(PCT.)

CUMULATIVE
FRFQ

!PCT.)

8.8 17.2 17.2

7.5 14.9 32.0

6.1 12.0 44.1

3.0 5.9 49.9

4.6 9.1 59.0

3.4 6.7 65.7

2.6 .5.2 70.9

2.3 4'.5 75.4

2.5 4.9 80.2,,

1.7 3.3 83.5

0.9 1.7 85.2

1.1 2.1 87.3
.

0.9 1.7 89.0

1.8 3.4 92.4

0.9 1.2 93.6

0.5 1.0 94.7

0.5 1.0 95.7

0.5 1.0 56.7

0.2 0.3 97.1

0.3 0.5 97.6

0.2 0.3, 97.9

0.1 0.2 58.1

0.1 0.2 99.3

0.1 0.2 58.5

0.1 0.2 98.6

1.1 C.2 08.8

0 . i n.5 '3'7.1
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1. 0.1 0.2 99.5I 1.00

3400 2. . 0.2 0.3 og.8

57.00 0.1 0.2 100.0

(1.0 56C. 49.1 IISSING 100.0

1 TOTAL 1141. 100.0 100.0

VAL/0 CASES= 5PI

!.1

MISSING rAsEs= 560

MrAN= 6.14R0
STU. OFV= 64C140
MAXTMUI= 57.00O1
RANGE= 57.0000

VARIANCE=
STD. FRP=
MINIMUM=

36.1677
0.2495
1.0000
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82-F File Description: Teacher Records

3riii description of the data file:

Teacher Records refers Co several miscellaneous data seta collected by teachers.
This information included summer school 'daily attendance for each student, 1981-82
daily school attendance and years enrolled in AISD for each student, the number of
home visits attempted and successfully made to,students' homes, the number of phone
calls to students' former teachers attempted and successfully made, and the specific
reading and math objectives which each teacher was able Co teach.

Which students or 'other individuals are included an the file?

Students in the 1982 Summer School Pilo; Project (SSPP) are included in the'file.

Sow often is information on the file added, deleted, or undated?

The File will not be added to after all information regarding the 1982 SSPP is
collected. Its use after the 1982 SSPP evaluation is complete will.be somewhat
limited.

740 is resnonsible for changing or adding information to the file?

The evaluator and evaluation intern responsible for the evaluation of the SSPP
(Nancy Baenen and John MacDonald).

Boo was the information contained an' the file gathered?

Teacherskepc daily attendance.records on a standard form (see Attachment B-1), and
kept track of home visits and phone calls on each student's registration card
(see Attachment B-2). Teachers recorded objectives successfully completed on
student mastery test records, described in Appendix E. QRE coders reviewed all of
these data sources and recorded the information on forms suitable for keypunching
(see Attachment 3-3).

Are there ortblems :rich the iniormatian an the file that ma-r Watt the
validity of chn data?

No known problems. The- 1981-82- attendance data for some students were missing.

'What data are availab/e'concerning the accuracT and reilabilir7 of the

is formatian an tne file?

It is possible to check the accuracy of summer school attendancedata by comparing.
attendance records with mastery test records. When a student was absent for instruct -
Lion directed at a particular objective, that student was recorded as absent on the
mastery test record as well as the attendance record. This check was not performed
however, because of the time and effort-involved and the expectation that,.attandance
data would be generally accurate. No validity cheCks. were possible on the ocher secs
oidata. ReliabiliAry walospeolcadapiiffilri__

e t-ere MOTT.4r.- Or . .o __c RA/PligagAt tg.qpId&iemAgwed by the coders

results? .

,

.

No. Summer school attendance may be cOmpared.to attendance during the 1981-82 school
year, but this will not aid interpretation of the 1982 summer school.attendance data.

Brief descrintion of the file taYout:_

See Attachment B-4 for the file layout.

32
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TEACHER RECORDS

Purpose

Teacher Records refers to a set of miscellaneous data sources which have
been combined in one file. The file was created to provide information
regarding the following decision and evaluation questions:

Recision Question Dl: Were the students served and staffing
of summer school appropriate for future summer schools? Are
alterations necessary?

Evaluation Question D1-1: What were the characteristics
of students served.by summer school including:

-Number of years enrolled in AISD.
-Attendance rate for 1981-82.
-Attendance in summer school.

Decision Question D2: Was the structuredof summer school
appropridte for future summer schools? Are alterations nec-
essary?

Evaluation Question D2-9: How much material were the teachers
able to ,cover in math and reading? How long did reading
units take to teach?

Decision Question D3: Should additional information be provided to
teachers about the students before the start of future summer school
programs?

Evaluation Question_D3-1: Did teachers receive information on re-
tainees from the ptevious teacher? When?

Evaluation Question D3-2: Were' summer school teachers able to
reach regular'school teachers of assigned retainees?

Evaluation Question D3-3: Were teachers able to visit the homes
of assigned retainees?

Decision question D4: Should retainees be encouraged to attend summer
school ?

Evaluation Question D4-5: Can any variables be identified that ,

relate to student achievement?

Procedure

Teachers received instructions, in'procedures for recording needed data
during the local in-service workshops held on their summer school campuses .

on June 1 and June 2. ORE staff provided instructions to teachers regarding
keeping records of home visits made to students' families and of phone calls
to students' former teachers. Instructions regarding attendance procedures
were given to teachers at this time by the campus directors.

B-3
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Teachers were asked during°the workshop to record'which students were to
receive a phone call to their former teacher and which students were.to
receive a home visit on the student's registration cards. The procedures
used by teachers to choose students who were to receive phone calls and
home visits are described in Appendix E (Project Records). Teachers put
a checkmark and a "PC" next to students' names who were to receive phone
calls and a checkmark and an "HV" next to,students' names who were to
receive home visits. When a phone call was successfully made to a
student's former teacher,. or a home visit was successfully made to the
student's parents, a-slash was made through the check next to that student's
name. At the in-service, directors discussed keeping attendance records
and teachers were given attendance record forms (see Attachment B-1).
Teachers received instructions in recording student mastery of objectives
at in-service sessions held May 15 and May 31 and in theillctional
manuals. This is described in Appendix F (Mastery Tees S4.

During the period of time that summer school wasin session,ORE observers
Made observations in three classrooms a day to obtain data regarding the
instructional process, data which is reported in Appendix D. The schedule
of summer school was arranged so that an hour of recreational and Community
School activities occurred between instruction in reading 'and math. This
freed time for the observers to collect data from teacher records.
Observers obtained from the summer school registration cards each student's
name, identificatibn number, the teacher's name, whether or not that student
was selected to have a phone call made to his or her former. Uacher,
whether the call was successfully made, whether or not:the student was
selected to have a home visit made, whether or not hoie Visit-Was
successfully made, the number of days the student was enrolled in AISD in
1981 -82, the number of 'days the student was absent in 1981-82, and the
number of years the student was enrolled,in AISD. Observers recorded this
information on the form contained in Attachment B-3. These forms were
kept in the.director's office on each campus and returned to ORE by the
observers when data had been collected from all classes.

On the last day of summer school, July 9th, teachers gave the attendance
recordslor their classesto-their directors, as well as the-mastery test
record forms and the registration forms for summer school. All of these
records were sent by the,directors to ORE through school mail.

The information-on the o1server record forms (Attachment B-3) needed to
be keyPunched quicklyscythat mailing.labels for follow -up could be 'made::
The other data from teacher records (summer school attendance data and
mastery.test data) needed to be.collected and keypunched also but became'
available after the labels were needed. Thus, this data,was entered in
the file by a two-step process. When-attendance records and-mastery tests
became available, ORE,coders entered student name, math teacher name,
reading teacher name, days enrolled in summer school, days absent during
smamer.school,grade in which the student was enrolled in summer school,
reading objectives. mastered, and the average percent accuracy scored on
tests of)stath objectives. This information was.recorded,on,the form in
Attachment B- 4,'and thenkeypunched. The layout of the file is indicated
in Attachment B-5: Summary statistics were generated for these variables
and'are reported below. 34
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Results

Results are discussed below by evaluation question.

Evaluation Question D1-1: What were the characteristics of students served
by summer school, including:

- number of years enrolled in AISD.
- attendance rate for.1981-82.
- attendance in'summer school.

Data regarding number of years enrolled in AISD was available for 603 stu-
dents (52.8%). These students were enrolled in AISD schools an average of
3.4 years. Students who were' enrolledIn AISD for one year or less accounted
for 13% of these students. There were 16 students (2.7%) who had been enrolled
for seven years.

Attendahce data for 1981 -82 was available for 644 students (56.4%). Most of
these 644 students (462 or 71.7%) were enrolled for the full 175 days. The
average days enrolled was 161.9. The median number of days enrolled, however,
was,174.3. This'means that half of the students were enrolled for more than
174 days. The median number of days absent was 6.7. This means that half of
the students had'attendance rates above 96%, during 1981-82, and half had
attendance rates which were below 96%. Less than ten percent of the students
had attendance rates lower than 87%. The mean attendance rate was 947. This
is the value that should be used in comparison with the genval school popu-
lation.

Summer school enrollment data are available for 1,058 students. .A total of
812 of.these students (76.7%) .attended all 24 days. The median number of
days enrolled was 23.8 days. 'Ninety percent of the students were enrolled, for
at least. 18 days. The median number of days absent was 0.7 days, for an atten-
dance rate of 97.1%. Forty-five percent ofthe students were never absent,
and less than ten percent were absent for more than three days.

The average attendance rate based on mean days present and enrolled was 94%.

Two cautions must be kept in mind in interpreting these figures. The method
of calculating attendance does not strictly match that used by Pupil Account-
ing. Also, attendance records are only as accurate as teacher records, and
we cannot be sure that all teachers used the same method to decide when. to
"drop" (cross out) a student for nonattendance.

Evaluation Question D2-9: How much material were the teachers able to.cOver
in math'and reading? How long did reading- units take to teach?

Figures B-1 through B-Creport the number of reading objectives teachers were.
able't6 cover and indicate the number of days it took teachers to teach each .

reading objective. Figure B-7 indicates the number of. math objectives covered
by math teachers in each grade.
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Evaluation Question D3-1: Did teachers receive information on retainees
from the previous teacher? When?

Teachers were to receive information from the previous teacher several
ways: 1) reports of the student' skill strengths and weaknesses completed
near the end of the year, 2) registration cards for each student filled
out by each student's previous teacher near the end of the year, and
3)summer school teachers' phone calls to students' former teachers.

Teacher reports of skillstrengths and weaknesses were never forwarded
to summer school teachers. The original, of this report was to be kept in
the student's permanent folder, with copies to be sent to summer schools.
The'copies were never made, however.

Registration cards, indicating the students' name, age, 1981-82 school,
1981-82 grade, ID number, address, phone number, reading basals completed,
recommended reading and math instructional levels, 1982 ITBS Vocabulary,
Comprehension, Computation, Math Concepts, and Math P:ablem Solving subtests,
days enrolled 1981-82, days absent 1981-82, and years enrolled in AISD. For
Limited English Prof ieicney (LEPstudents, the cards also included
the students' classification (A or B), and the student's Basal Spanish
reader.

Figure'B-8 indicates the number of registration cards received by each
of the five campuses and the number of students who enrolled. Each campus
received 'cards for some students who never arrived, and never received
cards for some other students. 0

Summer School Campuses

Becker. Brooke Maplewood St. Elmo Cook TOTAL

Number of:Cards Received 125 212 170 234 ' 221 '962

Number of Students Enrolled 199 253 229 230 226 1,137

Cards as % of Enrollment 62.8% 83.8% 74.2% 101.7% 97,8% 846%

Figure B-8: NUMBER OF REGISTRATION. CARDS RECEIVED BY SUMMER.SCHOOL. . .

CAMPUSES COMPARED,WITH THE NUMBER OPSTUDEilTS ENROLLED.

The information teachers received from calling their students' former
teachers is discussed below, under EValuation Question D3-2.

Evaluation Question D3-2: Were summer school teachers able to reach regUlar
school teachers of assigned retainees?

Of.1,141 students, 592 (51.9%) were to.receive phone calls from their
early-morning teacher. These teachers were successful in reaching the
former teachers of 383 of those 592 students, for a success rate of 64.7%.
There are several factors which may.have affected this success rate: ,

1. -Former teachers were not informed that they would be contacted on
June 3 or-4; many could not be: reached.
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2. Summer school teachers did not haVe the former teacherli name
or phone number. This necessitated summer school teachers
calling the secretaries of their students' schools, finding
out the teachers' names, and finding out the teachers' phone,
numbers from the AISD directory.

Evaluation Question D3-3: Were teachers able.to visit the home of
assigned retainees?

Of 1,141 students, 144 (12.6%) were designated to receive a home visit by
both the student's math and reading teachers. Of these 144, 140 (97.9%)
resulted in home visits. It is unknown what proportion of these actually
were joint visits and what proportion were visits involving only one
teacher.' Teachers were more successful in making home visits than in
contacting former teachers; it is interesting that teachers reported
home visits to be more useful than calling teachers (see Appendix H,
Teacher Survey).

Evaluation Question D4-5: Can any variables be identified that relate to
student achievement?

The data pertinent, to this evaluation question will not be available until
the final report in June of 1983..
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9

UNITS REQUIRED GRADE 1 OPTIONAL
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NO. OF CLASSES
COVERING OBJEC-
TIVE

NUMBER OF 'DAYS

TO TEACH
-OBJECTIVE-

a

NUMBER OF
TEACHERS
REPORTING

17 17 17 17 16 17 16 16 14 3

4.9 3.3 4.5 3.6 4.5 4.1 4.9 5.9 4.3 2.7

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 3

Figure B-1. AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS TO TEACH FIRST-GRADE READING
OBJECTIVES AS REPORTED BY TEACHERS.
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GRADE: 2 COMPREHENSION

REQUIRED OPTIONAL
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NO. OF CLASSES
COVERING OBJEC-
TIVE 12. 12 12 12 9 3
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-Instrument Description: Emdlovee Master Record File

3rial descrintiam of the data file:

The Employee Master Ricord Fi.4 is a personnel file maintained by the Office
of Staff Personnel. The Employee MasterlRecord (Ea) File contains information
on each' employee's data of employment, position, sex, ethnicity, education,
certification, and years of experience d education. The 1981-82 file was used
in compiling data for this appendix.

Mtimt students or other indiwiduals an included on the file?

All personnel employed by the district are included in the Employee Master
Record File, although Only summer school teachers were included in the analysis
for this appendix.

Row often is intimation on the'file added, deleted. or updated?

Data are collected and updated throughout the year.

Tho is responsible for chancing or adding information :* the file?

Information is collected by.the Office Of Staff Personnel, and data
are entered by thethe Department of Planning and Programming.

Raw was she imiormacian contained on the file rmthertd?

The EIB. File has been a long-term data collection effort of the Office of
Staff. Personnel and.the Department of Planning and Programming.

Are there emblems with the ittarmacian an the file than taw attach the
aaliditw ad' the data?

Some of the information contained on the File may be incorrect or out-
of-date at times.

That data ars available canctrtitx the acturac- and reliabilicw of :ha
imfarmatiam on :se file?

None.

Are :hers normative ar hist:rt.:al data available for intertretitr the
results?

No.

3riaf description of the file layout:

See Attachment 'C -1
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EMPLOYEE MASTER FILE'

'Purpose

Employee records were accessed to provide information relevant to the
following decision and evaluation question:

Decision. Question Dl: Were the students served and staffing of summer
schools appropriate for future summer schools? Are alterations
necessary?

Evaluation Question D1-2: What were the characteristics of
participating staff ,by:

- Sex
- Ethnicity
- Years of experience in education
- Educational background
- Certification.

1 Procedure

A list of teachers accepting assignments for teaching in the Summer School
Pilot Program (SSPP) was obtained from the Office of Staff Personnel. These
teachers' social security; umbers were matched with the PERDATA file to
create a new file on AISD7e IBM 4331 computer. Years of AISD Experience
was added to Years of Experience Outside of AISD to create the new variable ,
Years'of Experience in Education. Highest Degree Earned was the variable
used to describe educationabacisground. Three certification variables,

Type of Certification, Level of Certification, and Akea of Certification
were used to describe teachers certification status.

Results

. -

Seventy-seven teachers participated in the summer school program. Of
these, there were 5 (6.5%) male, and 72 (935%) female teachers. Atotal
of 51 (66.2%) teachers were Anglo, 18 (23.4%) were Hispanic, and 8 (10.4%)
were Black.

Teachers' years of experience in education ranged from 1 year to 23 years.

Median years of experience was 5:85 years and mean years of experience
was 8.06 years. The highest degree held by 46 teachers (60%) was the
Bachelor's; the other 31 (40%) held Master's degrees.

C-3
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/

Figure C-1 shows a breakdown of. the number of teachers by subject area
and grade level taught:

Grade

1 2 3 4 5/6 LEP TOTAL

Reading 10 10 5 6 7 2 40,

Math 10 10 5 6 7 2 40

Total 20 19* 10 12 13* 3* 77

*: one teacher taught both Math and Reading-

Figure C-1: NUMBER OF TEACHERS BY SUBJECT AREA AND GRADE
LEVEL TAUGHT. ,

CI

Teachers are listed. on the PERDATA file as holding from one to four
certificates-:... Most of the 77 teachers (89.6 % -)- had provisional certification,
and_most (89.6%) held pricey certification for the elementary level.
The other 8 teachers had elementary certification as their second, third,
or fourth type of certification. Of all 77 teadhers, 21 (27.3%) were
also certified in Special Education, 8 (10.4%) were also certified for
Professional Service and 10 (13.0%) were also certified to teach high
schooL,

Most teachers (70%) had a general subjedt area certification. Sixteen
of the 77 teachers (20.8%) were certified to teach bilingual classes, 8
of the 77 (10.4%) were certified as reading teachers, and 5 of the 77
(6.5%) were certified as math teachers.

JJ
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Instrument Description: Pupil,Activities Record-Revised (PAR-4/
3riet desdKetion of :he imstrmment:

The Pupil Activities Record--Revised (PAR-R) is a ayitematic observation instrument
designed to answer--"What is the amount and kind of instruction Provided to students
during an instructional day?" One studoint is observed for an entire school day to,
provide an inferential measure of the instruction delivered Co all students. The
PAR-R was designed originally to observe the activities in Title I, Title 61 Migrant,
Title VII, and Local/State Bilingual classrooms. The variables observed during the
1902 Summer School. Pilot Project for retainees include type of instruction (reading
or math), language of instruction, adult contact,'group size, on -task /off -cask, mode
of instruction, and two variables which were constructed especially for this progrem:
engaged in assessment activities and receiving contingent or non-contingent prograni rewards.
To whom was the instrmmemc admimiltered?'

A total of 70 first-, second-, and fifth-grade students from all five campuls
of the 1982 summer school program were observed for an entire instructional day.:.7

Erne many, Ceres was the imetrament administered?

One full-day observatioS'per student. For three students, two observers observed on
one day in order..to assess inter-rater agreement.

:rhea was the test:roma= admimist..d/

June 7th.- July 9th, 1982.

There was the imstrmmemc ad-v-4-!4.1tered?

On all five campuses of the elementary summer school: Becker, Brooke, Cook, Maplewood,
and St. Elmo Elementary schools. Observations took place in the classrooms where
students were receiving instruction.

ho admimistared the imst=mmemc?

/
Three graduate students from UT departments of Psychology and Educational Psychology.
These students had received advancedr training in behavioral assessment and classroom/
observation.

That =aiming did the admimistracers have?

Observers received five hours of training involving coding from videotapes of classroom
instruction.

7is the imsrr=-dt administered deder.scamdardized conditions?

Classroom situations varied.

Tete there orebtems with the imsttmmemt or :he 16-4.,ittation "`:at a-t-lect
the validity of the data?

Yes. It was often not clear.whether the teacher was engaging in assessment, or whether
the activity which looked like assessment was actually an instructional activity. In
most cases, this was'clarified by consulting the classroom teacher. Some teachers may
have altered their behavior while being observed; teachers usually did not know which'
child was being observed so these effects would be minimized, but teachers sometiMes

,kitsudit&wasePIRI cksig.2i=t7

Office of Research and Evaluation staff.

'That re/lab:ill:7 and validity data ars available on theiheth-dmemt?

Inter-rater agreement was assessed using intraclass correlation coefficients for each
of the coded categories. The majority of coefficients range between approximately.
0.85 and 0:99.

Ara there =im data available-ter in:a:termite; the results?

Other programs have collected data regarding the amount of time students Spend engaged
in various activities, but there are no previous data regarding retainees nor regarding
retainees in summer school.
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CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS

Purpose

Observations of classroom instruction were made to provide information,
relevant to the following decision and evaluation questions regarding
the 1982 Summer School for Retainees:

Decision Question D2: Was the structure of summer school appropriate
for future summer schools? Are alterations necessary?

Evaluation Question D2-5: How were student. learning needs
assessed and monitored?

Evaluation Question D2-6: What was the planned and actual
pupil/teacher ratio?,

Evaluation Question D2-7: How much of the math and reading
allotted time was spent on task?

Evaluation Question D2-8: Were award systems implemented as
planned? How many students earned the awards?

Evaluation Question D2-10: How much time did students interact
with the teacher? How much time did students work on their own?

Decision Question D3: Should additional information be 'provided to
teachers about the students before the start of future summer school
programs?

Evaluation Question D3 -5:. How much time did teachers spend in
assessing students' skills? Did teachers spend more time on
this activity during the first week of summer school?

Procedure

The Pupil ActivIties Record - Revised (PARR) was used toobtain informs-
tion 'regarding classroom instruction. This instrument-provides an estimate
of the amount of time a child is engaged in specific instructional
activities. An interval-rating system ie. used to record behavior; this
involves observing the student for 40-45 seconds, ,and then 15-20 seconds
for recording the predominant,activity observed. Following recording,
the cycle is repeated again. Observers only recorded data during math
and reading classes.

Two of,the observers were randomly assigned "to schools, then randomly assigned
to-either grade 1, 2, or 5, and then randomly assigned to a teacher. The

observers were to randomly select a student for observation and two

D=3
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alternates from class'lists. The observer was to ask the teacher to
identify all three children, so that the teacher would not know which
of the three children was being observed. The observed child was observed
for the length of the instructional day.

The.pther observer was the only one of the three who was fluent in ,Spanish.
She was randomly assigned to the three LEP/ESL classes at Brooke Elementary
for three days each week, and was assigned to classes in grades 1, 2, and
5 in the other four schools for the other two days.

Complete details of the variables recorded and the scoring system are
contained in the Manual for the Use of the Pupil Activities Record - Revised
(PAR-R) (ORE, 1978:78.48).

The variables chosen for observation were the following:

1. Child is engaged in a non-instructional activity (child is
given directions, child is engaged in housecleaning, teacher
is engaged in class control (discipline), there is a transition
in instruction, or other noninstruction).

2. Child is engaged in basic skills instruction,(Reading, Math).
3. Child is in direct contact with the.teacher, with an aide, with

peers, or working alone.
4. Child is on-task or off -task.
5. Language of instruction-(English, Spanish, or mixed).
6. Predominant mode .of-instructidh (reading, writing, listening,

speaking,_or a non-language activity).
7. Child is engaged in an assessment activity.
8. Child is receiving a program reward (scented sticker) contingent

upon good behavior-ot .good academic performance, the child receives

a prograM reward non-contingently, or the child does not receive

a reward.
9. Class size (the number of children present in the classroom).

10. Group size (the' number of stndents.in the.child'a tional.

group ) ,

Three observers were hired to conduct daily observations'. These'observers

were Ph.D. students in the School Psychology and Community Psychology' programs
at the University of Texas and each had completed advanceu training in

behavioral assessment and classroom observation.

They received five hours of training in using the PAR-R systeM to record

classroom instruction from videotape subsequent to studying the PAR-R

manual. During the first week of observations, the evaluation intern
visited each_observer,at least once for an hour and a half of co-

observation. This was for the purpose of,Calibrating observers' responses
to similar classroom events. Observers met with the evaluation intern

()rice a week thrOughout the five-week observation period to discuSs events

which were difficult to score and to re-calibrate the scoring system.
During the last week of summer school, inter-rater agreement checks were

made by having the,evaluation intern co-observe with each observer for a

full day.

D-4
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Observations were recorded on the PAR-R scoring sheet contained in
Attachment D-1. This form is optically scannable. Each form WhS checked
for logic errors. For example, if "non-instruction" was coded for one
minute, "Basic Skills instruction" should not-be recorded for'that'minute.
Corrections were made by observers and checked again by the logic program.
When all errors' had been corrected,summary statistics were generated.

A total of 70 observations were made by the three observers; 25 obser-
vations in first grade, 25 in second, and 20 in fifth grade grade classrooms.
Becker and.Cook schools each had 13 observations, Maplewood and St. Elmo
each had 12 observations, and Brooke school had 20 observations (Brooke

.1s where LEP classes were held).

Results

Results are discussed in terms of evaluation questions:

Evaluation Question D2 -5: How were student learning needs assessed and
monitored?

Observations were used to answer this question, as well as Project Records
(Appendix E). Reading teachers had information about their students'
Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS)-Comprehension and Vocabulary scores,
the reader that the student used last year, and the reading level as
recommended by last year's teacher. Math teachers had ITBS-Computation
and Concepts scores. reading curriculum was prescribed, but there
was much flexibility in the objectives that math teachers could teach.
In addition, both the math and the reading curriculum required testing .

students after each-unit, and re-testing students who failed the first
test after they. were further instructed.

It might therefore be expected that much instructional time would be spent
in assessment. However, of 81125'observed minutes in,basic skills, 425
minutes, or 5.2% of the time was spent in assessment. The observers noted,
however, that this was a difficult activity. to score; often what "looked
like" assessment had instructional purposes. Fot example, students did
a workbook exercise on their. own while their teacherwalked around to
check their work. There was more time spent in doing assessment in math
class than there was in reading class (6.6% vs 4.6%); and there was slightly
more assessment occurring during the first week as compared with the follow-
ing weeks (6.3% vs. 5.0%).
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Evaluation Question D2-6: What was the planned and actual pupil/teacher
ratio?

As noted in Appendix E (Project Records), summer school was originally
planned so that there would be one teacher for every 15 students. The
actual number of enrolled students was'1,193 (see Summer School Student
File, Appendix A), distributed among 77 teachers, resulting in 15.5
students per teacher. Two teachers had as few as 9 students enrolled,.
and one teacher had 29'enrolled. 'The pupil/teacher ratio, based on the
number of students present was of course lower; 12 students for every
teacher, with 4 observed classes having as few as 8 and 2 having as many
as 17 present. These values are based on observations; only a sample
of classrooms could be observed and most classrooms were observed only
once. There may have been classrooms with fewer or with more students
on some days.

Evaluation Question D2-7: Haw much of the math and reading time was spent
on-task?

Time on-task was recorded only if the teacher was engaged in basic skills
instruction. About 116 minutes (64.4%) on the average, out of 180 minutes
allotted for basic skills instruction, Vat spent engaged in basic skills
instruction. The other 64 minutes was spent in non-instruction. Most
of this activity (24 minutes, or 13.8%) was "other" non - instruction:
defined as "settling in" time, roll call, or other miscellaneous
situations where the student was not receiving instruction for reasons
beyond the student's control. An average of 21 minutes, or 11.7% of
the time allotted for instruction, was spent in transition from one
instructional activity to another, (such as putting away materials or
getting out materials, erasing blackboards, or lining up). About 13
minutes, or 7% of the time allotted for instruction, was spent in giving
directions to students. About 2 minutes (1.2%) was spent in class control,
and 1 minute (0.6%) was spent in housecleaning.

Of the actual engaged instructional time (116 minutes), students were
on-task for 103 minutes or for 88.5% of engaged instructional time. This

compares with 90.7% of engaged time on-task reported for 1980-81 for

Title I students during the regular'academic year (Title I students spent
a daily average of 2 hours and 56 minutes on-task during 3 hours and 16

minutes of basic skills instruction: ORE, 80.71)..

Evaluation Question D2-8: Were award systems implemented as planned?
How many students earned the awards?

There were two award systems which were installed as part of the program.
Calculators were given to students to use during the program and to keep

if they met standards for good attendance. As discussed in Appendix E

(Project Records), 72.5% of enrolled students received calculators for

good attendance.

Observers recorded instances in which a student received a programmatic

reward (scented sticker) for good performance. They only recorded this
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if the student they were observing received a sticker. Children were
observed receiving stickers 168 times; because there were'70 children
observed, this averages 2.4 stickers per child per day. The observers
further noted if the scented sticker was given to the 'child contingent
on that child's good behavior or good academic performance, or if there .

appeared to be no connection between the child's behavior and the reward
he received. In the latter case, observers attempted to determine if the
contingency Wis simply not 'obvious by writing down as many details as
they could about the incident and then asking the teacher about the
reasons for the reward at a convenient time.

Observers recorded that 152 (90.5%) of the rewards appeared to be given
contingently, while 16 (9.5%) were not.' Most teachers appeared to be
using the rewards appropriately.

Evaluation Question D2-10: How much time did students interact with the
teacher? How much time did students work on their own?

During basic skills instruction, observers recorded whether or not a
student was receiving direct contact from the teacher, and the size of
the group in which the student was being instructed. If the student was
by herself, no adult contact was coded and Group Size was coded as "1".

Students spent 63.1% of their time duringsbasic skills in direct contact
with the teacher. A small'amount of time (0.2%) was spent with an adult
other than the teacher; students were working without adult contact for
36.7% of the time engaged in basic skills instruction.

Students worked by themselves for 37%.of the time in basic skills. When
students were not working by themselves, they worked in groups whose average
size was 11.7 students.' Peer tutoring, which would have been scored as
a group size of two to four students, accounted for, at most, 2.4% of
students' time in basic skills.

A note about the reliability of the observational system: Inter-rater
agreement was determined by comparing ratings made by the evaluation
intern while co-observing with observers during the last week of summer
school. Observations for this purpose covered 316 minutes of classroom
instruction. The intraclass correlation coefficient was used to measure
the consistency of the ratings. This correlation 'assesses judgemental
consistency by indicating the'relative excess of-among-subjects over
among-raters variation. Observation totals were compared using program
INTRAR of the EDSTAT statistical package on the IBM 1443 computer.

Reliabilities exceeded .99 for whether or not basic skills instruction
was occurring, for student on-task and student off-task, for when the
student was engaged in writing or listening. ',Reliabilities exceeded .90
for occurrence of tnstructional transitions, for contact with an adult,
for group size, and for language spoken. Reliability was not established
for other non-insr--action (r=.12), for 'direction-giving (r =.51), or
for class control (r=.69). Reliability could not be established for

D-7
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assessment, reward, or student engaged in speaking, because this
behavioroccurred only once or did not occur during observations for
establishing inter-rater agreement.
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Attachment D-2

Frequency Distributions of PAR-R Variables
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Instrument Description: Project Records

3riel descr4ocion of the instruMenc: Projecc Records include information from
a number of sources which provided descriptive information on the summer school
program. Sources included: the AISD granc applicacion co TEA, the-publishers'
descriptions of curriculum materials, inservice materials developed by AISD staff,
and personal communications with AISb staff throo3h conversations and memos.

To wham ;ray the inscrnmatiadminiscered?

Administrators andceachers involved in summer school planning and implemencaCion.

?ow many tines as the instrument adminiscr.red?

On numerous occasions.

.Then was the instrument adoi-oscered?

At various times before, '.during, and after the summer school session.

'There vas the Instrumenc administered?

Ac various locitious.

7ho administered :he .nt?

.ORE staff as Apo)opriaLc.

what trainis- 1M4ZiSC:MtOrS have?
N/A.

Ln5tr=ment adniniscared under scandardited conditions?
NC.

o

Ners there nrobleas 'rich the instrument- or the administration-thee mizhc
affect the validicv of the data?

`lone that are known.

,tevelooed :he itscrunent?

ORE !taff formulated questions:

'at reliabildr7 and validity data are available on the Instru=eot?

None (N/A).

Ara ':::era or data available for imternricinz the resulta?
N /A.
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PROJECT RECORDS

Purpose

, Project Records were reviewed to provide information applicable to the
following decision and evaluation questions:

Decision Question D2: Was the structure of summer school appropriate
for future summer schools? Are alterations necessary?

Evaluation Question D2-2: What did the math curriculum include?
-

Evaluation Question D2-3: What did the reading curriculum
include?

Evaluation Question D2-4: Who panned the program mad what
aspects did they organize?

Evaluation Question D2-5:. How were student learning needs
assessed and monitored?

Evaluation Question D2-6: What was the planned and actual
pupil/teacher ratio?

F..aluation.Question D2-8: Were award systems implemented as
planned? How many students earned the awards?

y?.valuation Question D2-13: Did parents receive information
about activities to do with their children for the rest, of
the summer after summer school was completed? .How much did
they complete?

Procedure

Project Records refer to a number of data sources which provide descrip-
tive information about the summer school program. Some of this information
described the program as planned, and other project records yielded
information about the program as implemented. Sources of 41-2._!0 an

about the program as planned included: the AISD grant appA_cz.,_ to TEA;

descriptions contained in promotional materials distributed by the curriculum
publishers, the materials themselves, information given to teachers at
in-service sessions, and personal communications/memos from planning staff.
Descriptions of the program as planned are supplemented by descriptions
of the program as implemented. The sources of implementation data'are:
observations (Appendix D), the Teacher Survey (Appendix H), and personal
communications with program administrators and teachers.

After a general project description, results are discussed below by
evaluation question.

E-3
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Results

General Description: The 1982 summerschool for retainees, conducted
from June 7 to July 9, 1982, enrolled 1,193 students in Grades K through
6 and was situated, at Becker, Brooke, Cook, Maplewood, and St. Elmo ele-
mentary schools. These studerJ were served by 77 teachers for an overall
ratio of 15.5 students for each teacher.

Enrollment was originally to be done at the regular 1981-82 schools until
mid-May with an opportunity .to sign up on the first day at the summer
school campuses on a "first come, first served" basis based on space
available. It was felt, however, that it was important that all retainees
from 1981-82'or pvevious years be served no matter when they enrolled.
Enrollment was therefore opened indefinitely. The response to the program
was greater than expected and the original estimate of 900 students to be
served. at three, campuses was exceeded. Brooke' and Becker were added as
summer school=campuses about three weeks before classes began.

The school day lasted from 8:30 - 12::)(1 and consisted of one-and-a-half
hours of reading/language arts, one hour of recreational activity (snack,
restroom break, and a community school activity of the student's choice), and
one-and-a-half hours of math/applied skills.

Summer school teachers telephoned one-half of their students' former
teachers to obtain information about the students' skills. A sample of
children's parents were visited by summer school teachers to establish
rapport between school and home.

Follow-up activities were conducted in'which parents were sent letters about
workbook assignments or exercises to be completed during the five weeks
following the end of summer school. The evaluation includes questions
addressing the effectiveness of these activities.

Summer school teachers were selected-on the basis of length of their
experience with the District, length of experience at their grade level,
recommendations by instructional coordinators and principals, and, lack of
experience teaching in previous summer schools (see Attachment E-1). After
being selected and accepting their assignments, two in-service sessions were
held: one, a general overview of ,the program held at the central administra-
tion building, and a second dealing with specifics of the local program and
assignment of students to classes held at the local campuses. The general
overview session was done twice to accommodate staff added later.

Evaluation Question D2-2: What did the math curriculum include?

The overall objectives of the math curriculum are contained .in Attachment E-2.
The math materials (Math for Everyone) were developed by the Educational
Service Center, Region XIII, and were supplemented by a workbook (Succeeding
in Mathematics). Fispanic students of Limited English Proficiency (LEP)
received instruction in Spanish using the same materials.

9u
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The Math for Everyone series contains a "scope and sequence" plan for
each grade level. Specific instructional objectives are provided with
the scope and sequence and are grouped according to instructional "strands".
Teachers were to give p.riority to problem solving and numeration, and to
teach geometry and measurement as time permitted. Scope and sequence
charts are contained in Attachment E-3.

Originally; students were to be assigned specific strands based primarily
on their performance on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) and/or the

Texas Assessment of Basic Skills (TABS). The information actually used
to make these decjions included ITBS subtest scores in reading and math,

reading basal andrtath text levels completed, previous teacher recommenda-
tions made by telephone, parent ideas based on home visits, and informal
assessments done by the summer school teacher.

The curriculum was to be taught as follows:,

. 5 - 10 minutes: group motivational activities.
30 minutes: large group instruction using Math-for Everyone.
30 minutes: small group instruction/independent practice

using the Succeeding in Mathematics workbook.
20 minutes: enrichment, using calculators and teacher resource

books.

After completing instructional' activities for a unit, students were to be

given a "formative" test. Students were required to answer 80% of the
items correctly to "master" each skill. Students achieving mastery were
to work on enrichment activities.while those who did not received additional

instruction on the same skill unit and were retested with a "summative"
test. The number of students passing these tests is discussed in
Appendix F (Mastery Records).

Information regarding whether the sequence of math instruction was
implemented as planned was gained from three observers with a combined
total of 108 hours of observation in summer school math classrooms (see

Appendix D, Classroom Observations). Observers were asked what the

typical sequence of math instruction was. Allthree agreed that generally
teachers asked questions, had students practice math skills independently,

reviewed math skills with students after practice, gave workbook assignments,
and then engaged in enrichment activities. The daily "group motivational
activities" originally planned did not occur every day. The test-retest
sequencing was not as obvious to the observers during the last two weeks

as it was during the beginning. Testing did occur, however, and teachers'
records were checked during the program to make sure they were being
kept correctly. There seemed, to the observers, to be less enrichment
activity occurring in first- and second-grade classrooms. Overall, the

observers did not notice any great syst.-T,'-'r differences between the
planned and actual math program. Most -ors (65%) responding

to the Teacher Survey (Appendix G) said is should be used

again.

E -5 ;
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Evaluation Question D2-3: What did the reading curriculum include (includ-
ing materials and equipment?

The overall objectives of the Reading/Language Arts program are listed in
Attachment E-2. The Reading materials (Chicago Mastery Learning Reading -
CHU) were developed by the Board of Education of the City of Chicago and
published and supported by Mastery Education of Watertown, Massachusetts.

About half of the CMLR time was to be spent in developing word attack/study
skills, while the other half was to be spent in improving comprehension
skills at first grade. At grades 2 through 6, comprehension was to be the
main emphasis for the class.(, The specific units to be covered are contained
in Attachment E-4. Only comprehension activities were carried out in grades
other than grade one, as implemented.

CMLR materials were to be presented initially to the entire group. Within
each unit, skills were sequenced so that each subskill would be mastered
before moving to the next. As in the math program, students were to be
given a formative test on the unit on which they receivedinstruction.
Students answering at least 80% of the items correctly were to receive CMLR
enrichment activities, while those who did not were to receive "corrective"
instruction, after which they were again tested. Students available for
enrichment activities could also be available as a peer tutor for students
needing more remediation or could read a book from the Reading is Funda-
mental program. A student must have attained 80% correct on the summative
test to have mastered the skill unit. For those not achieving this criterion,
review material was built into the next unit.

CMLR was to be used for one hour. For the other half hour, miscellaneous
activities related to language arts could be undertaken: journal writing,
library visits, independent reading, story reading in a group, were all
suggested activities. The suggested schedule of activities is contained
in Attachment E-4.

Impressions of the observers were that teachers mo:,:t often spent the non-
CMLR time reading aloud. This was supported by Teacher Survey results, on
which 77% of teachers repprted spending at least ten minutes a day in read-
ing aloud during non-CMLR time. Otherp activities mentioned by teachers
were: independent reading, phonics instruction, and vocabulary instruc-
tion. Materials from Scholastic (Text Extenders), Modern Curricul ss

(Grade 1), and Houghton-Mifflin (Grades 2-6) were used for readi activi-

ties. About 80% of the readinNaachers judged the quality of th materials
to be good or excellent, and 77% responded that the material should be used
again.

Hispanic students with Limited English Proficiency (LEP) in categories g
and B were not instructed with the CMLR materials, but were given iistruc-
tion in Spanish reading, oral language development, vocabulary (on Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday), and English as a Second. Language (ESL) (on Thursday
and Friday), using the following materials: Elena y Dani, CAracolitos,
Stepping Into English, I Like English Teaching Cards, Language Visuals, and
Scholastic CollecciGn.
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Implementation of the program proceeded fairly smoothly, Teachers had
some questions the first week, but generally adapted quickly.

The number of students attaining mastery of the CMLR units is discussed
in Appendix F (Mastery Tests).

Evaluation Question D2-4: Who planned the program and what aspects did
they organize?

The Directors of Elementary Management and Curriculum supervised the
summer school process. They had primary responsibility for setting up
the mechanical operation of the program, including enrollment, student
forms, transportation, buildings, and assigning students to campuses.
They also consulted with the language arts and math committees as they
selected and developed curricula and assisted in planning: community-;
school activities. They helped lay out the overall organization and.
_policies of the program at a building level, and helped with staff
development.

The language arts and math committees worked on selecting appropriate
materials, adapting them.to Austin's needs, developing supplemental
materials, ordering and delivering materials, assisting directors and
teachers while on duty, and providing Staff development.

One educational planner and one evaluator developed the grant proposal
in consultation with other groups involved and helped set up procedures
for preservice phone calls to previous. teachers, home visits to parents,
and follow-up activities after summer school was over. The educational
planner developed instructions and sent out the follow-up activities
with the help of a seltary. Research and Evaluation staff developed
'and duplicated som, .erials for home visits, teacher calls, and follow-
through and provide 1, _s for the mailings.

One district-paid evaluator and one grant-paid intern developed and carried
out the evaluation in consultation with all others involved. ORE staff
also provided some staff development for summer school teachers and
provided information from research during theaplanning process.

Other AISD administrators and secretaries assisted with some aspects of
the program. Personnel's primary duties related to hiring and payroll;
transportation helped with assigning and bussing students; the school
plant handled utilities and custodial services; and finance worked through
monetary paperwork.

Evaluation Question D2-5: How were student learning needs assessed and
monitored?

"Student learning needs" were considerations in several decisions made
by educational The first such decision involved which grade level
a child should be In School. This decision depended on
the grade level the chile wou_At7- In in the fall, the level of reading
and math skills'tne child had attir.-A, and the child's chronological age.

E7i
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This decision. was made by summer school directors and teachers during the
June 1 in-service sessions. From observations made during in-service
sessions, it appeared that criteria for deciding which grade to place a
child in was informal and the goal of the decision was that a child would
be placed in a grade level where he would most benefit from instruction
without feeling out of place. In most cases, the student was placed in
the grade in which he would be in the fall.

The second decision requiring an assessment of learning needs was what
the child should be taught. In the readingcurriculum, those skills to
be taught were prescribed by the Reading/Language Arts Committee. In

math, teachers were to teach the "numbers and_rUmeration"'.and "problem
salving" -StrindS-aa-PiiOritrei;.and if there was time, to teach from the
"geometry" and "measurement" strands. Within these strands are a number
of developmentally-sequenced objectives, ranging in number from 3 (geometry)
to 22 (numeration) objectives. Teachers identified where -in the objec-
tive strands to begin by informally testing students with teacher-made
tests, with tests from the Succeeding in Mathematics workbook, or from
information supplied by the students' former teachers.

The third type of decision' requiring student learning needs information
is a diagnostic one: "Does this child need more training to perform this
skill successfully?" The information was supplied by the formative tests
contained in both the CMLR, and the Math for Everyone packages. If a

child failed the formative test, he was given additional instruction in
that objective.

The amount of time teachers spent in doing assessment is discussed in
Appendix D (Observations).

Evaluation Question D2-6: What was the planned and actual pupil/teacher
ratio?

There were 77 teachers serving 1,193 enrolled students for an overall
ratio of one teacher for every fifteen students per class. This was

the -31me as the planned ratio. This ratio varied from a low of nine
students in two teachers' classes to a high of twenty-nine in another,
and the campus means ranged from 14.1 at Cook ,to 16.5 at Maplewood.

in the classes for TEP students, the ratio was 13 students for each teacher.

Evaluation Question D2-8: Were award systems implemented as planned?
How many students earned the awards?

Students had opportunities to earn, scented stickers and other rewards
for good academic performance and behavior. A total of $2,000 was spent
on these rewards. Schools purchased various small incentives once the
supply of stickers ran out. Some schools also added snack or other
privilege rewards for good attendance each week. /Teachers reported a

rpositive response by students and parents to the rewards. Observations
indicated that 168 stickers were distr uted to 70 children over a period
of 22 days. Approximately 27,000.sticke were 'purchased.-

E -8 ji
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The calculators, which students were learning to use in math class, were
offered to students as an incentive to attend summer school. As planned,
students absent no more than twice during summer schbol received calcula-
tors at the end of summer school, July 9. Campuses generally excluded any
children with more than two unexcused absences from receiving calculators.
Originally, 1,200 calculators were purchased; of these, 14 (1.2%) were
defective and 827 (69.7%) of the remainder were distributed to students.
Because 1,193 students were eligible, this menni that 69.3% of the students
received calculators at the, end of summer schc,ol. Since 1,193 students
probably did not finish the program, this es"mate is actually conservative.
Reports from teachers and directors indicatw calculators we a very
good incentive--particularly at the intern" trades.

Evaluation Question D2-13: Did parents r'ec information about activi-
ties to do with their children for the ueE:t 6: the summer after summer
schdol was completed? Hpw much did they complete?

This question is mainly answered in Apc-.:,10.:\. I, the results of the Parent

Survey. What is presented here is a description of the follow-up process.

One reason hypothesized for the ineffectiveness of most summer schools
in producing achievement score gains is that children receive no formal
instruction between the of summer school and the beginning of
regular school in Sept.,,,er.. Follow-up activities were designed to
provide continuing sUppo t for 'hat the child had learned during summet
school.

Parents receivedtgdeas on how to work with their children in reading and
math for the reMpf'the summer. Classes of students were randomly
assigned to receive a general or specific form of follow-up. This
information will allow comparisons of the effectiveness of the two types
of follow-up.

In math, all students were allowed to take home their math workbook.
One-half of the parents received a letter on the last-day of class
indicating recommended activities to wore: on in specific math areas for
the rest of the summer. The other half received this general letter plus
a follow-up letter each week with specific instructions for workbook pages
concerning one math area (see Attachment E-5).

In reading, one-half of the parents received a letter on the last day of
class with general ideas on how to help their child with reading for the
rest of the summer. The other half received this general letter plus
fun reading activities to work on with their child each week for five
weeks. Attachment E-6 shows reading letters and activities.

Parents were surveyed at the end of the summer to see what activities
were completed. Results will be reported in November.

Teachers who were projected to receive the children in the fall were also
informed that the child had been asked to do these activities. The notes
sent are shown in Attachment E-7.
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Community School Activities:

Attachment E-8 gives a summary of the community school activities and
ideas for changes next year. Students' participated in these activities
for about 30 minutes during the one-hour break between reading and math.
Activities included arts, crafts, table games, and physical education.
Staff attempted to rrovide a balance between indoor and outdoor activities.

Teacher and director survey results indicated that community school
activities were beneficial and provided a necessary "break" for students.
Some time coordination and staffing ratio problems occurred which can
hopefully be improved upon in the future. The student to staff ratio for
community school activities was 26 to 1.

O
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- 82-F Attachment E-1

ELEMENTARY RATING SHEET TO SCORE AND RANK APPLICANTS

1. A.I.S.D. Experience

Years

1 -2

2-5
6 -9

10-14
-15+

Points

1.
2

3

4

= 5

2. In Grade Assignment

Years Points

1-2 1

3-5 = 2

6-9 = 3

10-14
5+ = 5

. 3. Taught in previous summer school = -1

. 4. Competency rating

Unsatisfactory = 0 or 1
Minimally acceptable = 2 or 3
Good/Expected = 4, 5, or 6
Strong = 7 or 8
Exceptional/Model = 9 or 10

TOTAL
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Ob ectives: .Short.Term .

Reading. Skill units to be mastered (along with some optional units) have beer,
specified at each grade level in reading (see AttachmentE4). The overall objective
for reading is:

By the end of the five-week summer school, reading skills specified for each
grade level will be mastered by 90% of the retainees participating.

Reading for LEP Students. LEP students (Categories A and B) will be provided with
special materials for Spanish reading aid English as a Second Language. Objectives
for these activities are:

Spanish Reading: Limited English Proficiency retainees participating in
summer school will show 80% accuracy on workbook assessments on the °average.

Eng1::..sh as a Second Language: Limited English Proficiency retainees partici-
pating in summer school will complete at least two levels in the Stepping into
English. series.

.

Math. The minimum number of skills to be mastered has,been specified for each grade
level in math: Beyond this,-teachers are.tolcover as much material as necessary in.
the areas of greatest demonstrated need for their students.- The overall math objec-
tive is:

By the end of the five-week summer school, participating retainees will, on
the average, master the number of skills specified for their instructional
level, at an 80% level.

Objectives: Long Term

Reading.

As of October 1982, retainees participating in the 1982 summer school will show
significantly higher achievement in reading areas emphasized than retainees who
did not participate based on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS).

As of April 1983, retainees participating in the 1982 summer school will show
higher achievement in reading areas emphasized than retainees who did not
participate based on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS).

Math.

As of October 1982, retainees participating in the 1982 summer school will
show significantly higher achievement in math areas emphasized than retainees
who did not participate based on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS).

As of April 1983, retainees participating in the 1982 summer school will show
higher achievement in math areas emphasized than'retainees who did not partici-
pate based on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS)..
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Attachment E-3

Math Scope and Sequence Charts
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MATH' FO'R' EVERYONE

82 -F,

Teacher:

Kindergarten: Individual Student Record

Teachers highlight objectives which have been mastered.

Number and Numeration Measurement

N 1 Members of Sets

N 2(4) One-to-One Corres-
pondence

N, 3 Number'of a Set: to
five

N 4 Number Recognition,
to 41,7,'

N 5(4) Zero

6 Number of a set: to
12 (optional )

N 7 ConstruCt Set of
Given Number

N 8 Order Sets

N 9 ' Number: One More,
One Less

N 10 Numerals: 1 to 5

.N 11 First, Next, Last

N 11(*) Count: to 5

Addition and Subtraction

+ 1(4) Meaning of Addition

+ :2(4) Meaning of Subtraction

M 1(e) Time: to half-hour

M 2(4),, Money: Coins

M 3(4) Money: Value of.
Coins

4(4) Length: Camps-re

M 3(4) Length: Order

M 6() Weight: Corr ire

M 7() Weight: Order

M 8(e) Volume: Compare

M 9(11 Volume: Order

M 10(4) Temperature:
Compare

M 11(*) Temperature: Order

Geometry

G 1() Position and
Comparison

G 2(') Circle and Polygons

Problem Solving

P 1(4) _Classify by .

Attributes

p 2(*) Complete a pattern

Prereqlsite Objectives
for TABS are underlined.

0 .Objeccives directly test-
ed by TABS are ringed.

E -14



MATH FOR EVERYONE

82-F

Name: Teacher:

First Grade: Individual Student Record

Teachers high2ight objectives which have been'mastered.

Number and Numeration Addition and Subtraction Measurement

N 1 Members of Sets

N 2' One -to -One Corres-
pondence

N 3 Number of Set: to
five

N 4 Number Recognition,
to "4.

N 5' Zero

N 6 Number of a Set: to
12

N 7 Construct Set of
Given Number

N 8 Order Sets

N 9 Number: One More,
One Less

N 10 Numerals: 1 to 5

N 12* Count: to 5, 12

N 12" Number Recognition,
0 to 12

N 14* Numerals and words,
0 to 12

N 15' Write Numerals: to
12

N 1601 Compare Numbers: to
12

N 17 Before, After, Between

Order Numbers

N 191 Use Ordinal lumbers

N 20* Croup and Count by
Tens

N 211 2-Digit Numerals

N 22 Name Fraction Models

+ 1' Meaning of Addition

+ 2' meaning of Subtraction

+ 3 Combinations: Sams Sum

+ 4(') Order Property

+ 501 Identity Klement: Zero

+ 6 Related +'and - Sentences

* 7(') Building a Ten

+ (0, Know Addition Facts

+ 9(*) Grouping Property

+ 10* Know Subtraction Facts

Problem Solving
A

P 1* Classify by Attributes

P 2' Complete a Pattern

P 3' Word Problem 4-e Number
Sentence

Geometry

G 1 Position and
Comparison

2(*) Circle and Polygons

G 30$"3-Dimensional Figures

Prerequisite Objectless for
TABS are, underlInd. Objec-
elves directly tested by TABS
ars ringed.

E-15

101_

H 1' Time: to half-hour

M 2* Money: Coins

LI_ 3' Money: Value of
Coins

M 4' Length: Compare

H 5* Length: Order

H' 6' Weight: Compare

H 7* Weight: Order

H 8* Volume: Compare

M 9* Volume: Order

H 10* Temperature: Compare

M 11* Temperature: Order

Time: Vocabulary

Money: Equivalent
Coin Sets

Money: ProbleMs

M 15 Length: Nonstandard
Units

M 1601 Length: To Inch,
Yard

H 17 Weight: Nonstandard
Units

M 1801 Weight: To Pound

M 19 Volume: Nonstandard
Units

M 200 Volume:to Cup,
Quart

it 21(*) Time: Use Calendar



82-F
Name:

MATH FOR EVERYONE

Teacher:

Second Grade: Individual. Student Record

Tea-others highlight objectives which have been mastered.

Number and Numeration Addition and Subtraction Measurement

Cuuet: Lc) ;t1)-

Number Recognition.
0 to 12

Write Numerals: to
20

N 16" Compere Numbers: to
12, to 100

N 17

N 19*

N 20*

N 21*

Before. After, Between

Order Numbers

Use Ordinal Numbers

Group and Count by
Tens

2-Digit Numeral*

N 22 Name Friction Models

N 23(*) 3 -Digit Numerals

N 24*) Read b Write Numerals
to 100

N 25 Count by 2'e, 5'
10's

iL2.111 Identify, Name, Writs
Fractions

+ 2k Meenlng of Oubtrectlon

+ 4* order Property

+ 5* ''Identity Element: Zero

+ 6 Related + and - Sentences

+ 7* Building a Ten

+ 8* Know Addition Facts

+ 9( *) Grouping Property

t_12: Xnow Subtraction Facts'

+ 11 Supply Missing Addends

+ 12' +: 2 Digits, No Regrouping

+ 13' -: 2 Digits, No Regrouping .

14(*) +: 2 Digits, Regrouping

+ 15(*) -: 2 Digits, Regrouping

3 Digits, Regrouping ,

Prerequisite Objectives for
TADS are underlined. Objec-

41,

elves dire ceSeid by
SAGS are 'ringed.

Problem Solving

Word Problah 4-4.,Number
Sentence

P 4* RecA Picture 1 Bar Graphs

P 5 Make Picture 4 Bar Graphs

M 1*

H 2*

M 3*

M 12*

Time: to half -hour

Money: Coins

Money: Value of
Coins

Time: Vocabulary

M 13" Money: Equivalent
Coin Sets

24,14* Money: Problems

M 16* Length: To Inch,
Yard, Foot

M 18(*) Weight:-To Pound,
Ounce

M 20' , Volume: To Cup,
Quart, Pint

1421* Time: Use Calendar

M 22 Time: To Five
Minutes

M 23 Time: Vocabulary

M 24 Time: Read and
Write

24 25* Money:. Problems with
Coins

M 26 Length: To Centi-
meter, Meter

M 27 Weight: To Kilogram

M 28 Volume: To Liter

M 29 Temperature: To 10
Degrees

E-16 (-) $11,)

Geometry

G 2* Circle and Po177^

G
3* Di

'Figures



MATH FOR EVERYONE

82F
Name:

Third Crude:

Teacher:

Individual student Record

sr and Numeration Multiplication and Division Measurement

16**

2.3*

24*

27*

Compare Numbers:
to LOU

Order Numbers

3 -Digit Numerals

Read and Writ('
Numerals to 9499

COMO 1.6/ P4, 5's,
!Ws

Identify, Name,
Write Fractions

Write Dollars
and Cants

28 >, < or '

29 Even or Cdd

tl 31(*) Tenths and
Hundrodths

ti

tion and Subraction

2* Meaning of
Subtraction

4* Order Property

9' Grouping Property

10*

11

14*

15 -: 2 Digits,
Regrouping

+I 3 Digis,
Uogrouping

-: I Digits,
Regrouping

no Addition
Facts

Know Subtraction
Facts

Supply Missing
Addends

+: 2 Digits,
Regrouping

+ 16

17

IS(*) Use Money Notation

- 19() +: 4 Digits,
Pi.grouping

x 1.

X 2

X 3*

X 4*

Meaning, of Multiplication

oeterviine x facts

x by Zero

x by One

X 5, Order Property

Know x Facts

X 7(*) Meaning of Division

X 8 x and 4..4. Inverses

X 9 Supply Missing Factor

X 12(*) 1 Digit x Multiple
of 10

X 13 1 Digit x 2 Digit,
No Regrouping

X 14(*) 1 Digit x 2 Digit,
Regrouping

X MS(*) x by 10, 100, 1000

X 16(') x by Multiple of 100

X 17 4 2 Digit by 1 Digit,
No Remainder

X 18(*) 3 Digit x 1 Digit

Problem Solving

P 4* Read Picture and
Bar Graphs

P 5 Make Picture and
Bar Graphs

. .

P 6' Estimate: for + and

9

Patterns, Sequences

Word Problems: + and,-

9(*) Word Problems: x and 4-

E 17

.-M 3* Money: Value of
Coins

M 16* Length: To Inch,
Yard" Foot

(4 18* Weight: To Pound*,
Ounce

M

M 22

H 23

-M24

M 25*

M 26

M 29

M 10

M 32(*)

M 33(*)

.M 34

M 35

Volum,: To Cup, Pint,
Quart,'(Iallon

Time: To Five
Minutes

Time Vocabulary

Time: Read and Write

Money: Problems
with Coins

Length: To Centi-
meter, Meter

Temperature:
To 10 Degrees

Money:,, Equivalent
Coin S4Lts

Money: Relative
Values

Money: More? or
Change Due?

Weight: Use Scale
Balance

Tamp.: Degrees.
Boil, Freeze.

Temp.: To Nearest
Degree

Appropriate Units
of Measure

M 37 Perimeters

,Geometry;

G 2 Circlo and Polygons

3-Dimensional
Figures

Prcrequisitr Objectives
for TABS are underIlhed.a
Objectives directly test-
ed by TABS areQ.11:ged:"



MATH FOR EVERYONE

82F
name: Mather:

FOURTH GRADE: LNDIVIDUAL STUDENT RECORD

Ter1P/14.1A ;Light gh ubr t vv.5 that have been ft:Lire:fed.

Number and 'numeration

Ordei Numbers

N 23

N 24.

N 26'

N 27

N 20

J-Digit Numeral's

Read a Writ.* Numerals
to 9999

Identity, Name, Write
Fractions

Writ. Dollars and
Cants

3' <, or

N 29 -Evon or Odd

Read a Write Numerals

Twnths and hundredths

H 12 Round Numbrra

C11 nguivalent Fractions

N 34('} Fractions --1 Decimal's

Addition and Subtraction

Know Addition Facto

Grouping Property

Know Subtraction
Facts

+ 17 - 1 Digits.
Regrouping

r 18 Use Money Natation

. 19 4 uigite,
Regrouping

22'

-: 4 Digits,
Regrouping

: Ruwriting
"Vertically

-: Rewriting
vertically

21 or -: Decimals

MultipliCat:nn and Division, COnt, Measurement

X 10 by 01 Ner Feasible

X 11 Grouping Property

, X 12' 1 Digit x Multiple of 10

X 14' 1 Digit x 2 Digit,
Regrouping

X 15' X by 10, 100, or 1000

X 16' X by Multiple of 100

X 18 3 Digit x 1 Digit.

X 19 2 Digit x 2 Digit

X 206 ''' .1 nIgit by I Digit.
No r.

(X11'21* 3 Digit x.2 Digit

I
x 22 f*)

X 24

4 3 Digit by 1 Digit,
with r.

4 Digit by 1 Digit,
with c.

by Multiple of a Power
of 10

X 25 multiples of 10-

Problem Solving

Multiplication and Division

X 1 Meaning of hultipli-
eatiois

X 2

x 1

x 4'

X 5

X 6.

a 7.

411

Determine x facts ,

x by ?also

by Ort.r.'

Order Property

Jelow x Facts

modninq of Division

P 4 Road Picture G tar Graph,'

. .

P 6m Estimator for and -

7' Pattern.,, sequencem

P Q. Hord Problems:
and -

10.

Nord Problrmli
x and

Doe map

P 11 USG Chart or Table

P 13

Road Line Graphs

Construct graphs

Estimate; for x

Word Problems:

Problems with
Moe run's

P 17 Probli.mas Extra-
neous Data

P 18

P 19

Problems: Missing
Facts

Averages E-18

Pierrewulal:e 41141weeiv*A
tor 1.411$ aiet.UndA

N 16*

N le*

el 20'

N. 22

ef

.14 2i

Lengths To Inch,
Yard,,Foot

weights To Pound
Ouncr

Volume' To Cup,
(heart, Pint. 441.

Times To rive
Minutes

Tines Read and wince

Length! To Centi-
meter, Meter

M 30 Moneys Equivalent
.Coin Sate

N 31*

PI '334

Moneys Relative
Values

MOnVy: Mute' or
Change nue?

Weight! Use Scale
Valance

M 34 Temp.: Negroes.
boil. Freeze

M 35

1, 37

Temp.s To N
Degree ''''

Appropriate Units
of Measure

Perimeters

'M 30' Times To nearest
Minute

N 39 Units of Metric
Measure

U

N 40

Pi 41

Geometry

Volume! ToW...iier.
gfilliliter

a

re 2.

G 4

Ci 4

Area

Circle and Polygons

3-Dimensional
Figures

Point, Line.
Angie

S Lines

Ray;



MATH FOR EVErONE

Hain( rkr Thauhert

FUT!! GRADE; INDIVIDUAL STUDENT RECORD

reachem ki9htight objextim that hAve bem mastmed,

Number and Numeration . Multiplication and Division cont,

N lS. order Numbers

N 28 or

Road 6 Writ. Numerals

Tenths and Hundredths

Round Numbers

Equiyalent Fractions

N 34(*) Fractions 4, Decimals

N 35. ';/,<, or Decimals

N 36(*) Fraction. on Number
Line

N 37* >.< or Frac-
tions

38(*) Fraction. in Lowest
Terms

N 39(*I Mixed Numeral +-*.
'section

N 40 Fraction as Division

Addition and Subtraction

g* Know Addition Facts

+ 10* Know Subtraction
Facts

- 4 Digits. Regroup-
ing

+: Ameriting
Vertically

+ 22* -: Rewriting
Vertically

+ 23* + or -: Decimals

+ 24(*) +45r Fractions

X 20*

X22*

A Digit by 1 Digit.
Nu r.

3 Digit,* 2 Digit

4- 3 Digit by l Digit.
with r.

4 4 Digit. by 1 Digit,
with r.

X 24 a by Multiple of Power
of 10

X 25 Multiplas of 10

X 26 3 Digit a 3 Digit

X 27 xl up to 4 Digits

X 28* x: Honey

X 29. Kuney

X 30 4 Digit by 2 Digit

11 x Frnrrl,nn, Mudel

X 32 x Freestone

X 33 a. Fraction and * 1e Musber

X 34 a: Nixed Nurbers

X Id* a, Decimal in Cne Factor

Problem Solving

Measurement)

M l6*

M 20*

M 26

33.

Length; To inch,
Yard, Foot

Volume. To Cup,
Quart. Pint, Cal,

Length, To Centi-
meter: Meter

Money; More? or
Change Duel

Weight: Use Scale
Silence

Appropriate Units
of Measure

M 37 Perimeters

H 39 Units of Metric
Measure

M 40 Volume. To Liter,
Milliliter

H41 Area

M 42v. Length: To Half -
loch

M 43* Volume: Teaspoon,
Tablespoon

M 44 Circumference

H 45 Cubic Volume

M 46 Angles

Gems/metre

Multiplication and Division

X 6. Know a Facts

X 9 Supply.Mtssing
Factors

X 10 + by 0: rot eussibie

X 12* 1 Digit x Multiple
of 10

X 14* l Digit x 2 Digit,
PegrttuP1T,R

'X IS. a by 10. LOU. or 1000

X 16* x by Multiple of 100

X IS* 3 Digit x I Digit

P 4*

P 6*

P 10*

Read Picture, E. Bar Graphs

Estimate: for and -

Use Map

P 11* Use Chart or Table

P 13

P 1'.

P

Read Lin* A Circle
Graphs

Conarruct Are
Escimotel for

Word Problems: +,-,x,-

Problem. with Measures

P 17 - Problems: Extraneous
Data

P IN Problems: Hissing F3efg

P 19 Averages

P 20 Estimate: for 4.

P 21 Classify; Order: Form
Sacs

P 22 -Problems 2 Operations

P 23 Types of Graphs

E-19

G 4

C ,7

C

G

Circle and
Polygons

1-Dxmornitonal
Figura.

Point, Line,
Ray, Angle

Quadrilacerals

Parts of a Circle

Kinds of Angles

Kinds of Triangle(

Construct CongruentCongruent,,
Line Segments

Construct Angle.
Given Degrees

Construct Cirnle,
Given Radius

quisite objec:isow
for TAILS are undsrlin.4.
Objeceires dIrecel e

ed by TARS are ringed..



Teacheto

MATH FOR ElltRYUNt.

Teschert

SIXTH GRADE: INDIVIDUAL STUDENT RACoRu

krOaght jiwetive4 that have been maateited.

Number and Numeration
Multiplication and Division Problem POP/WI Cant

A'28 >. <, or

30 head Write Numerals

N 310, Tenth' and HUndredthe

'N 32 Round Number's

-ham$ 31*

N 340

N 356

N 36'

N 37'

N 380

P :wools:It Fractions

fraction. ...Decimals

>, 4 , or*a Decimals

f r::pional on Number
Li

, t, or 1
!Fractions

Frsiions in
Teems

Lowest

N 39' Nixed Numeral/ "
Fraction

N 40 Fraction as Division

N 41 Round Decimal*

42 Decimals P Fractions

N 43' Per Cent

N 44 Least Common Multiple

N 45 Prime at Composite

N 46 Factor.

N 47 Prime Factor.

N 44 Createst Common
Factor

M 49 Roman Numerals

N 50 Integer,

N 51 Order integers

X 6' Know it Facts

Supply Missing Factor

4- by Oa Not fvsol41.

X 9

X to

. X 20'

..X 22'

X 23s

X 2$

X 26

X 27

X 28'

J Digit by I Digit,
Ho t. 0

1 Digit by I Digit.
'slth r.

# 4 molt by 1 Digit,
with r.

multipiee of 10

3 Digit x 3 Digit

xi up to 4 W.gits

2: Money

X 29 =t Money

X 30 Y 4 Digit by 2 Digit

P 32 rc Fractions

X 33 xr fraction 4 Whole
Number

X 34 xi Nixed Numbers

X 35 =c fractions, Model

x )6 4.7 Fraction 4 Whole
Number

X 37 rfActi0O0

X 38' 21 Decimal in one Factor

X 39* Xs Decimal In Soth
Factors

X 40 Decimal by Whole Number

X 41 Decimal by Decimal

P 22 Problems, 2
Operattons

P 13 Types of Graphs

P 14

P 15

P 26

P 27 Solve equations

P 20 hittiOs

P 29 Gather 4 draph
Statistics

Graphs: Interpret

Graph Open Son-
tonces

Graph Ordered
Pairs

measurement

N 20' Volumei To Cup,
Quart, Pint, Gal.

M 26

N 31'

M 31*

N 39

N 42'

N 43

Length: To Centi-
meter, Niter

Money: More? or
Change duet

Weigbta Uae Scale
Balance

Units of Metric
MOOSOM

Length: To Mull -
inch

Volume' Tesepoon.
Tablespoon

44. Circumference

8 45 Cubic Volume

N 46 Angles

N 47 Length. Line
Segments

N 48 Area Going
Forgulas

M 49 Circumference
UsingFormula

Problem Solving
Geometry

4

Addition and Subtraction

21

22

23'

24

25

t Rewriting
Vertically

-1 Rewriting
Vertically

or -, Decimate

Of -: Fraction.

or -: Unlike
Denoftioetors

P

P 10

'P 11*

P 12

P 13

P 15'

P 17

P 18

P

P 20

Asui Picture 4 Oar
Graphs

Ono Map

Use Chart Or Table

heed Line 4 Circle
Graphs

Construct Graphs

Word Problem' ,,,y4.4

Problemei Sattraneous Data

Problems: Missing Facts

Average*

Estimate: or

C 3' 3-cimansional
'

?gouts.

C 4* cuadril la

C 7 part or a Circle

C 2 Kinds of Angles

C ? Kinds ca? Triangles

C 10 Construct Congruent
Line Segments

C 12 Construct Circle.
Given Radius

C 13

C 14

C 15

Construct Con -
gruent Angles

sisect: Angle or
Segment

Construct Perpen-
dicular Lines
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'r.111;

AUSTIN. INDEPENDENT SCHOOL. DISTRICT
Division. of Instruction

Department of ETethentary education

'CHICAGO MASTERY LEARNING- READ. ING

SKILL UNITS TO BE TAUGHT

[GRADE 1 - LEVEL 1 - RED]

Word 'Attack/Study Skills

Requi red Units:

Unit a Sight Words I
Unit 4 Si ght Words II

Unit 7 Sight Words III
Unit 9 Sight Words El/
Unit'8 Compound Words

Opti anal Unit:

Unit 4 Tities

Comorehension

Required Units:

Unit 5 How. and Why Questions
Unit 5 Context Clues I
Unit 7 Context Clues II - Synonyms/Antonyms
Unit 8 Words That Describe

Attac=ant zwa4

(Page L of 4)

GRADE Z - LEVEL Z - GREEN

:omorehension:

Required Units:

Imagery in Reading
Cause and Effect
Inference I
Inference U.
CategOri zi ng

Optional Unit:

Unit 7 Sentence Meaning

Unit 3
. Unit 4.

Unit 10

Unit 12:

Unit 6

E 21

A

0
GRADE 3 - LEVE.... - GREEN

Comorehens4.on

Required Uni

Unit 2:

Unit 4
Unit 5.

Unit &
Uni} 7

entences in Sequence.
ause and Effect
sing Context Clues
Categorizing
Sentence Meaning

10-Optional Units:

Infereacs. t
Tif.loe/Main trioa



GRADE 4- LEVEL 3 - ORANGE

Comarthension

Required (Pits:

Unit 1

Unit Z
Unit 4.

Unit 5"

Unit 8
Unit g.

Optional Uni

1.`Ait' 3
:nit to

GRADE 5- - LEI/E_ - SLUE

Comprehension

Plc red Uni

Unit T

Wee

Unit 6
. Unit 3

Unit g
Unit 12
Unit

Optional Uni

Unit TO
Unit 2.

tJ

Categorizing (Quickie)
Comparisons I
Comparisons'II
Picking Best Answer
Cause and Effect
Fact and Opinion

ts:
Making Sense
Finding the Right Answer

Content and Message
( Independent Acti vi ty )

Sequence and Patterns.
Topic Sentences
Making Inferences
Problem Solving
Fact and Opinion

ts:
Globes
Charts

I

GRADE 6.- LE/EL 4. - BLUE

Comprehension

Required Units:

.Unit 1 ContentUd Message I

(Independent Activi
Unit 7 . Stereotypes
Unit 8 Topic Sentences -
Unit 11 Inferences r:
Unit 1Z Prcbl em Solving
Unit 13 Fact and Opinion

OptionaT Units:

Unit TO Globes
Unit 4 Graphs

1 03



82-F
Schedule

Attachment E-4
(Page 2 of 4)

Morning

First Grade

Morning,

Session I Session II

8:30 - 8:35 Attendance 10:00 - 11:05

8:35 - 8:40 Read to Children 11:05 - 11:10.

8:40 - 9:10 CLMR - Word Study 11:10 - 11:40

9:10 - 9:30. CLMR - Comprehension 11:40 - 12:00

9:30 - 10:00 Practice/Application 12:00 - 12:30

Language Experience
Activities

Journal Writing

Triple-R-Time

Schblastic "Text Extenders"

Modern Curriculum Press Books

RIF Books

Library Books



82-F Attachment E-4

Schedule (Page 3 of 4)

Second Grade

Morning

e

Morning

Session I
Session II

8:30 - 8:35 Attendance 11:00 - 11:05

8:35 - 8:40 Read to Children 11:05 - 11:10

8:40 - 9:10 CLMR - Comprehension 11:10 - 11:40

9:10 - 9:30 CLMR - Word Study 11:40 - 12:00

9:30 - 10:00 Practice/Application 12:00 - 12:30'

Language Experience Activities

Journal Writing

Triple-R-Time-

Scholastic. "Text Extenders"

Houghton-Mifflin .PMini7Books"

RIF Books

Library Books

E -23



82-F Schedule

Third-Sixth Grades

Attachment .E-4
(Page 4 of 4)

Morning
Morning

Session I
Session II

8:30 - 8:35 Attendance 11:00 - 1T:(55

8:35 - 8:40 Read to Children 11:05 - 11:10

8:40 - 9:15 CLMR - Comprehension 11:10 - 11:40.

9:15.- 10:00 Special Instruction 11:40 - 12:34:

Groups
Practice/Application

Language Experience Activities

:-rnal Writing

Iriple-R-Time

Scholastic "Text Extenders"

Houghton-Mifflin "Mini-Books"

Dell "Bringing Children and Books Together"

Library Books

RIF Books



Attachment E-5

ilath Follow-up

11?

E-25



32-F

Dear Sumer School Math Teacher:

July 8, 1982

,.
Math Control.
Group

As part of the research design for the Elementary Summer School Program
this-year, you will recall that various approaches to follow-up
activities were, to be tried for the remaining weeks of the summer .

prior to the beginning of school in both math and reading.°
.

Your class has been randomly selected, to be part of the math control
group; 'receiving the general math follow-up treatment. That is, the
only follow-up activity will be the letter (See Attachment A). Please
assist us with this crucial aspect of the program by distributing them
with the workbooks to the students.on Friday, July 9.

In addition, please attach a copy of the other. letter (Attachment B)

to tpe receiving teacher's copy of each child's summer school- report

card. This will BT-757.Warded on the child's teacher before

sch6o1 starts to give that individual an idea of that student's
progress during the Elementary Summer.School Program.

If you have any questions concerning the structured follow-up
activities, please feel free to direct them to Joan Burnham. of

Applications and Compliance (458-1291) or Nancy Baenen of ORE (458-1227).

They are assisting us with this aspect of the program while
we and other Elementary Instructional Coordinators are off-contract

until August 2.

Please know how much we all appreciate your dedicated efforts this

summer. We hope that you have had a good teaching experience and have

a restful remaining vacation!
The Math

Summer School Committee

E -26
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82-F
Ju,P_y 9, 1982

Deait Summeit. School Parent:

We have enjoyed having your child in 'the zumme.A. school p.zognam.
We. hope that it has been a. good experience 6on you. and youit.
child as well.

In the &omn math ina.titacti4n, au .not pozzihee to complete
ate of the math woniz.book. in the .shairt 6ive.-week pen i.ad. Fox ,that
iteazton, we. are asking that you take come time cuith your child to
complete acme pages in the workbook that were not azzigned dining
the awraneir. school. Thin wile help him (her) to continue to improve
cn (heir.) math 41z.illas and to retain math 412a24 duithig the 4 =IMO.
MO nthz.

Below or. thiz letter you was 6ind a. Zizt o6 itecommended activitie.6 to
complete dwr,i.ng the temain,i.ng week4 of the .sumneit.. teach.e.r
wilt not, be theice.7--az du/Ling the .aummeit. school - -.to explain the acti,vitiez,
please. with with your child on the plcobtema. You will 62nd hexpluz
ion him (heir.) to watch. at leant the iiitzt 3 on 4 pkobLemz"undeic each
zec.tion (A, B, C, with you aloud.

it is also a. good idea to set a.4.1..de a. quiet place in the house where
yourc child can midi on math ay.-ay-U.1.es. you wit 6.W that youd child
wiP.e work better he(zhe) wordza ...each day 6oit. a Limited time peicLad
(zach. as 30 minutes daie.y). Math panda a great deal o6 concenticatian,
and can theiceioite 'be. very 6on a.. child to conti.nue to wick at it
6oir. Prong peitiodz o6 .tune..

We wish you and your, child a remaining peasant zummet. We to6k
limo:ad to having yor child as one oli.oult. ztudentz thin

Since/tem-2y,

The EZementaty rn.s-Vtuctia ruz.e.
Program, A 'SD

(Week)

Week of July 16
Week of July. 23
Week of July 30
Week of August 6.)
Opk of August 13

Grade

(Topic)

Addi ti on
Subtraction.

Time ana ivfoney

Fractions

(Pages.)

76, 82, 86, 91, 127
94, 99,117, 125, 128
1561157,071,172,173,174,175,177,17-

63, 64, 65, 66, 67

E-27 11,4



Ju22j 9, 1.982

Dew. &unmet Schoot. Patent:

We have enjoyed having your chid 'the zutfnet zahoot. ptogiurm.
We. hope. that it has been a. good -expeig-Lenc.e. co n 'you, and your
chitzt

In the zummet math in4ttuation, um,. not po64ilte to umpZete
ace oi the math wotkbook in the 4b..041.: P:Ve-week. yjeniod. Fot that
reason, we ate asking that you take 4orne Vrtie lath. your child to
compete some pages in the wall:book that vim not o.A4.1.gned dwthtg
the AUMIlleit. .schoot. This cuitZ heep hrn (hvt) to continue to imp/cove
cn ki-a (hen) math 4k(224. and to we sin mask .skitta duiting the Aummet
months.

Below o n th.i.4 Zetten you wilt Sind c. Ziat oS recommended activities to
coin gee &fang the temaining week4 "oS -the. zummet. Since the teachers
mite: not be there r--as duiring the zummeir., achoo.1.7--to exptain the activit2e4s,
pZeaise tooth. with goat eii.Z..ed on the pvu3bZem4. you wiLe. Sind it he-epicte
Son him (hei.) to won.k at Zea.st the iiiitst 3 at 4 pcobtents andeic each
aection (A, T3, C, eta.) with you aeoud.

It Zs aLso a good idea to set aside. a quiet peace the hawse where
yours ch.LZt can tooth on math activities. You. cui2Z lirind that your child
wilt. wire better J he(she) works each day 'Sox a. Limited time pen-Lod
(4saah. as 30 minutez claity). Math Urmancts -a. .great deat oS concentr.a.tion,
and can theiteiote be. very tiiang Soli a:child .o contbute to cuoitk at it
6cut. Zone pvtioths oS time.

We wish you. and yobrs ahad a temaining geasant Acurrneit. We Zook
Soiturad .to having yours chi.td as one oi out students this iatt.

Sinceitzty,

The 'Elmer: tam Institur-tionat
Program, AISD.

Grade 2

,(Week) (Topic)
. .

(Pages)

. .

Week of July 16 Addition 125, 127, 144, 149,, 154
Week of July 23 Subtraction 126, 128, 150, 152, 155
Week of July 30 Time 83,.84, 85, 181, 182,183, 184
Week of August 6 , Money 86,87,88,89,91,197,198,199,200,201
Week of August 13 Fractions 115 94,103,104,111, Set A on p.114-115



82-F
Joey 1.982

Dean SUMMelt. Schoot Patent:

We have. enjoyed having your chi.Zd hummen hchoot pxogxam.
. W e. hope that -it has been a. good eve/time ion you and your
child as wee2.

In -the huinmen math institur-tion, (41.6 not possibte to compZete
see oi the math wonkbook Zit the. hhoxt tlive-weelz period. Fox that
/mason, we cute asking that you take home time with your chard to
compete home pages. in the wonkbook .th.a.t weal not assigned duning
the summit. hchoo.e. This wile heZp him (hen) to continue to -unpnove.
-in his (hen) ?myth hk.i2Z4 and to xetain math hk.i2Z4 &ming the hammy&
month.:

-
Be, ..ow on .this Zetten you wile 62nd a List oti xecommended activ-ities
coinpZete. &vane the xemaa.ing weeks OS the 4SUMMelt.. the teachex
mitt not be theite.:--az duiUng the hummex hchoaer-to explain the act-iv-Wes,
Jpease watch with your citi2d on the pxobZemh. you it Ifind heti:slime
-ion hA.m (hex) to watch. at .least -the tiiitzt 3 on 4 ptobl.em4 under each
section (A, B, etc_) with you aloud.

It -1.6 aZzo a. good .i.dea. set aside a quiet place in -the house where
yours child can woxk on math activities. you wi2.Z 19..nd that your &Ltd
wiZZ woxlz batten he(she) wanks each day ..Son a Zimited time pexa:od
(hush as 30 minutes daily) . Math fltand-s- a gneat deal oi concentiration,
and can thene6one be. very toting ion a: child to continue. .to wox.k
Sac on peniods* oi
We wish you and youx c.hitd a. nemaining peasant stamen. We. Zook
ifoluoaxd to having your child az one o4 aux students this 'fate.

Sino.vte,e.y,

The EZementaxy InspuLationaZ
Pxogxam, ALS7)

Grade 3

(Week) (Topic) (Pages)

Week of July 16
Week of July 23
Week of July 30
Week of August 6
Week of August 13

Addition and Subtraction
Multiplication
Time and Money
Fractions
Geometry

43, 45, 53, 74, 85
148,149, 151,152,250,251
51,59,65,77,87,170,172,173,174
158,159,160,161,178
93, 100, 103, 104, 109

E -29
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Deax Summex Schoot. Paxent:

Joey 9, 1.982

We. have enjoyed having youx &annex achoot. pxogxam.
We hope. that it has been a good expexience ,o/c. you and youx
child as weee.

In etre zumfnex math batiulation, it.wza not pos-sibte to comptete
a.eZ oi the math wolthbook in the, shoxt (tive-week. period. Fox. that
teazon, we axe. asking that you take. come time with. gout chi-Ed to
compete some pages it the woxlzbook that wexe. not as-signed
the 4Luninelr.. school. This wilt hap him (hex) to continue to Zmatove
in his (hex) math a 17.421.& and to tetain math ak..iLes &vane the zurnmex
months.

Setow on this tetten you wilt. 6,1..nd a List o4 xer_ommended activ-W.2.4 to
coinpeete during the xemaihing weeks 0L the zummex. Since the teachex -

wile not be thexer--as dux.i.iug the Aumme.r achoot.r explain the activities,
please waxk with youx c.hi2d on the pxobilem4. you wite..4.ind L helpiwe
4o/z. him (hex) to wank at tea.st the igir.4t 3 ox 4 Piobeem6 undex. each
<section (A, B, C, etc...) with you atqud.

It is at-so a good idea to set aside a quiet peace in the house whex.e
your child can waxlz on math. activities. you mite 6.ind that youx child

woxk better i.4 he.(4he) waxla e.ach day Lox, a Limited time pexiad
(Await. a6 30 minuted!) daily) . Math aMando a great deal (36 concentxation,
and can the/Q.6one be vexy tixing ion a:child to continue to (.4,toxk at it
Lox tong pexiods od time..

We wish you and your child a xemaining peasant zuntnex. We took
ifoxutvtd to having gout child as one oi ours students this 4a22.

Since/tag,

The Elementaxy In.6.txuctionat.
121E0p.m, AISD

Grades 4, 5, & 6
4

(Week) (Topic)
, .

(Pages)

Week of July 16 Addition and Subtraction 163-169, 171
Week of July 23
Week of July 30

Multiplication
Division

196,197,201,20.3,206
207,208,209,210,222

.

Week of August 6 Fractions 139-145, 253
'- Week of August 13 ' Measurement = 130,241 . ,

3



82-F

July 8, 1982

Dear Summer School Math Teacher:

Math Experimental
Group

As part of the research design for the Elementary Summer School Program

this year, you will recall that various approaches to follow-up

activities were to be tried for the remaining weeks of the summer

prior to the beginning of school in both math and reading.

Your class has been randomly selected to receive the experimental

math follow-up treatment. That is, in addition td this letter sent

home with each child the last day of summer school, each child and parent

will be sent a reminder letter through the mail with more specific

instructions for completing the suggested math.activities during

that week. Please distribute copies of those initial letters,(Attach-

ment A), along with the workbooks, to your, students this Friday, July 8.

In addition, please attach a copy of the other letter. (Attachment B)

to the receiving teacher's copy of each child's summer school report

card. This will be forwarded on thiEhiTZTTfill teacher before

school starts to give that individual an idea of that student's

progress during the Elementary Summer School Program.

If_you have any questions concerning the structured follow-up

activities, please feel free to direct them to Joan Burnham of

Applications and Compliance (458-1291) or Nancy Baenen of ORE (458-1227).

They are assisting us with this aspect of the program while

we and other Elementary Instructional Coordinators are off-contract

until Augus'2.

Pleaseknow 'how much we all appreciate your dedicated efforts this

summer. We hope that you have had a good teaching experience and have

a restful remaining vacation:
0 - The Math

Summer School Committee

E-31
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ammol

For Set A, write the correct answers for the addition problems. For
set B, do- thesubtraction problems. For set C, solve the word problems
that use addition or subtraction to find the answers.

82F AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCROOL DISTRICT (3)

-July 16, 1982

Dear Summer School Parent:

You will recall that the last day of your summer school program on Friday, July 9, we
sent a letter home to you with your Child, along with a math workbook. At that time
we stated in the latter that in addition to the suggested assignments Listed in that
letter, we would be sending you. a:reminder note each week for the five-week period.
Each of those letters will give specific instructions for completing the suggested math
activities in case you. have any questions concerning the directions for each activity.
Ropefully, this Will take the place of tha teacher-directions that would have beam give
to your child. ia school,twith the assignments. ,

If you.can, we think it wilt. help your child wit math is the fall if he/she can work a
these-rmcommendadmath activities. All of the skills. presented are important, but tker
was simply not enough time within the five-week school period to finish the..complete
workbook.

Below are the suggested assignments for this week. Again, please b -a that your chi
does not cry to do then all at. once. Working regularly for a period of time a-day(such
as 30 minutes) is Usually themost productive... We will be sending the remaining four
letters over-thermdrt month.

Sincerely,

The Elementary Math Instructional Program, AISD

p.43

p. 45

p. 53

p. 74

ADDITION/SUBTRACTION

Complete the cross-number puzzle by writing the correct numbers in the..
boxes.

Solve the problems in sets A and B; each domino with 2 sets of numbers
can"help you understand.the problem.- (for example: in problem 1, there
are 24 green dots and 33 orange dots, totalling 57 dots.

As on p. 74, solve the addition and subtraction problems that the
domino helps to explain.

p. 85 Dot the subtraction problems, using renaming of tens as ones.
yellow box gives you a sample ofhow to do them.

E-32 _1_1 q .
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p. 148

p. 149

p. 151

p. 152

p. 250,

251

July 23, 1982 (3)

82-F

Dear Parent of.Summer School Math Student:

This-week please spend some time helping your child to complete the pages-
below in his/her math workbook. 'Instructions for your child are included
in the boxes for each page.

Your child's classroom teacher for next year is aware that your child may
be completing some math activities at home. We know he/she will be
interested in seeing any that your child might complete.

The Elementary Instructional Program, AISD

MULTIPLICATION

Solve these problems, using multiplication. The picture of the

theater tickets in (1) helps to explain the operation.

J
For set B, use the domino to help you solve these multiplication

problems..

9111=1=11ai
To find the answer to these problems, use the rule method. For exampl

for problem (1), it would be solved this way 55
x 4
20

200

220

One way of checking to see if you havea right.. answer is to use 0

addition. For instance, 42 x 3 = 126. In order to check it, we.could

add 42 + 42 + 42, which would also be 126. Since the answers are the

same, we would know that we solved the problem correctly. Work all of

the problems on the page'that way, checking by addition.

Do,only A and B on this page. Practice your multiplication tables and

solve these problems.

12u

E7.33



Jdly 23, 1982 00

82-F

Dear Parent of. Summer School Math Student:

This week please spend some'tilie helping your child to complete the pages
below in his/her math workbook. Instructions foriyour child are included
in the boxes for each page.

Your child's classroom teacher for next year is aware that your child may
be completing some math activities at home. We'know he/she will-be
interested in seeing any that your child might complete.

The Elementary Instructional Program, AISD

MULTIPLICATION

D. 196 Discuss the example in the blue box. Ask your parent to go over the
questions in exercise B with you. Then go on to. complete the rest of
the problems. Remember that in each problem you are multiplying the
bottom number, such as "3" in the blue boxexample,first by the ones,
then by the.tens and then by.the'hundreds place of the top number',

/(Look at in the same eugglgl..

p.. 201

.. 203

pl, 206

Go over this short method of mul4plying w4,th your parent by discussing
first the example in the blue box. Then work the exercises in sdt A
together. Now see if you can complete sets B and C.by yourself..

Do the first r,-oblem orally'with your parent. Then continue to use
multiplication to solve the rest of the problems. Remember you can
use repeated addition to check to see if your answer is correct.
(For instance 2 x.3 = 6 or 2 + 2 + 2 = 6 repeated addition).

.

Do the multiplication problems on this oage, using the short mettiod''
discussed on p. 197

.

Review your multiplication skillsby completing the exercises on this
page.

121

E -34
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pp. 305
306

pp 307-
309

July 23, 1982 (5)

82 -F

Dear Parent:of. Summer School Math Student:
...a

.

This wpek please spend some time helping your-Child. fio complete the pages

below in his/her math workbook. 'Instructions for your child are included

in the boxes for each page.

Your child's classroom teacher for next year is aware that your child may

be completing some math activities at home. We know he /she will be

interested in seeing any thal' your child might complete.
. A'

The Elementary Instructional grogram, AISD

I

'

MULTIPLICATION /DIVISION

Complete these three pages of review of multiplication skills.
Remember some of the exercites.are to be done in your head' and others
on paper. . .

,

Complete these pages that review your division facts and skills.
Notice that some can be done in your head while others need to
be worked out in problem form (po. 308-309). For the last two
pages, find the quotientS (answers) and the remainders for the
problets included.

NW!



P.
51

July 30, 19.8 (3)

82-F

Dealt Summit. School Math St.wient:

This week please 'spend 'some time comptzting the page's baow.i.n
yourc math wonkbook. Inatxuctionz axe inctuded in the boxes tion

each page.

Have a good week!

The Etememtavy In6tauctionaZ
Pleogitam, AISD

TIME AND MONEY

For problems in the blue box. in set B, fill in the correct answers. Y

will remember that the expanded name fol. 2.tens is 20. For the first
problem, then, the expanded name would be20 + 4. The standard name
would be 24 (the sum of.these two figures), For set.iC, you will be usi
addition to. complete the problem. For instance; you will add the two
qprq of items;oc er in the line to et the answer, 27C.

pp. 65, (1) on page 65, for C, write the correct time below the clock. For
77 instance, for problem (1), the time is 1:30.

(2) on page 77, you will be renaming tens as ones. For instance, in
problem (1), under.set A, 2 dimes, 2 pennies = 1 dime, 12 pennies. The
picture of the coins helps to set what renaming the tens as ones looks
like.

pp.

170,

PP. 172,
173

. "174'

For set B, write the correct time that the clock says under it. For
instance for (1), the time would,be 12..:17 For set C, you will have
to use subtraction to help you. For instance, in problem (1) the clock
says 7:46. Ten minutes before would be 7. hours and 46 minutes minus
10 minutes, or*7:36..

Look at the informatiori in the yellow box on the top of, the page. It

shows you three different ways to add 53c and 26c.' Using one
of those ways for each problem, solve the problems in Sets A and B.

0

11111=1
For C, D, and E,-you will get the, right answerf-if.you add the two
numbers together and keep'the decimal point in the same.place as it is
on the two numbers of pennies added together. For instance, forhe
first problem'in C, $113

:407 123
the answer Is .a.25 or 25.



p. 207

p. 208

p. '210

p. 222
(1-3,

5-6)

july.30, 1982 (4)

82-F

Dean SumMen Schme Math Student:

Th,L6 week peeaze oend home compteting the page.s.betow,a

yowt math wonkbook. InAtkuctions. ate inceuded in the boxes-6on

each page.

Have a good week!

The Uementany Inatkuctionae
PtogAam, ALSO

DIVISION

Discuss the examples for finding the quotient (answer) for the
problem 18 i 6 = 3 in the blue box. In using Bob's method, remember
to skip the number of .spaces backWard.from. 18 that.. the divider .(6)

says. The number of skips (3) necessary to,gei to 0 will be your ans r.

For set B, divide all the numbers i each row by the first number.
For instance, all numbers, in problem 1 will'be divided by 7. Put
the correct answer above the number in the blank space-

ti

the 1-2 exercises in set A with your parent: Now, go on and

do-problems 3 and 4 of set A. Then complete the table on set B.
You may want to'draw dots, pictures as in set A to help you find the

answer.

Discuss problems 1 and,4 with your parent. In problem 4, you will
want to find out how many shelires will be filled by dividing the ,

number of books (6s) by the number per shelf(s).



p. 237

p. 238

p. 239

p. 245

p. 246

July 30, 1982."(5)
:

82F,

Dealt Summit Sahoa. Math Student:

Thi4 week ptea4e spend ome time umpteting the paged beLoco,in

gout math.wolthbook. IAA.tAL14,a4)16 axe inctuded in the box e4 tiax

each page.

Have a good week/

The EZementaty /n4tAuctionat
Ptogitam, AISD

GRAPHS

11

Discuss the picture graph with your parent. Remember that if =
Zpresidents,1 . = 1 president. Work the problems or set Aith
your parent.

Continue to complete set B, using the picture graph at the top of the
page. Again, work with your parent in completing this exercise..

Discuss the bar graph with your parent. Then complete set A with
your parent's guidance.

TI
Review graphs by completing this page. Remember that a key is below
the graph .(for instance, D = 5 inches of rainfall).

.

Now continue to use your graph skills by answering the questions on
this page.



p. 158

p. 159

p. 160

p. 161

p. 178

August 6, 1982 (3)

82-F

Dux Summer Schoa Math Strider. :

Tka weep pZeaae oemd some.time compZWmg .the page4 betow.in
your math wonhbook. Imtituation4 cute indaded in. the boxu ion
each page.

Have a good week!

The Eamentaxy 1 n4tAuctionat
PxogAam, ALSD

FRACTIONS

For set B put an X on those pictures that are made up of two halves
(such as the circle in (1)). It shows us 1/2 because it is made up of tw
equal parts:. Each hilf is 1/2 of the whol circle. Remember that unless
a picture is. made up of two equal parts, one part is not h of the whole
picture. For D, the answers are similar, but are talking about a pictu

divided into three equal parts.

ralmommilmwommmumn

'Use the information you learned on p. 158 to answer the questions.
Remember that numerals such as°1/2,i7:, and 14 are fractions. Write
the correct fraction for.the part of the picture that is shaded
in set 4.

.1111112111121.

Immasworommimag....

Do the problems on page 160 as you did the problems on page,159.
This time, though, you will be working with the fractions 11"; or
one equal part of a picture made up of 6 equal parts), and the fractio

or one equal part of a picture made up of8 equal parts).

For sets B and C, you will find the correct fraction by writing
the number of shaded parts over the total number of parts in each
picture. For instance in pictuie (1) in B, there are 3 equal-parts
and 4 total equal parts, or, 7P-

a

Use all the infortation you have learned for this week in completing
the review page on p. 178. You may find it helpful to look back to
the earlier pages you Completed this week to-remind. you of certain
important things. 126



August 6, 1k(.4)

82-F

, Dean Summer Schoot Math Student:

ThiA week. pZecue Apend Aome time comptettng the paged betow,in

your math wotiebook. InzttutZton4 ate inauded in the box 6oic

each page.

Have a. good. week/

The Etementaty inAtnuctionaZ
PxogAam, AISV

. 139, 140

1143, 144-

FRACTIONSommermw

Go over sets A through Eout.loud with your parent: Then.,camplete
exercise F by writing the correct fraction on the dotted:.line. For
example since 2 parts of the 4 equal parts are shaded in exercise 1.,
your answer would be 4..

p. 145

p. 253

Go over the, practice exercise at the top of the page with your parent.
Keep in mind the definitions for numerator and denominator as you work
the problems on these 2 pages.

'Do exercise A orally with your parent. Review the meaning of numerator
and denominator in this exercise. Now go on to work the problems on
both pages.

_

t,

Discuss the sample problem at the top of -the,page. Remember if the
whole picture is shaded, the fraction 111'4- , s or , etc.,
depending on.how many eqaul parts make it up Then complete the page
on you own.

Discuss exercise A with your parent and work the nroblems orally. Now
go on to complete the page:. Remember that the top.number of a fraction,
such as 2 in , stands for, the number of shaded parts (numerato),
and the bottom number 4 stands for the total number of parts (denomina-
tor).

E-40



p..84

p. 101

p. 102

p. 103

August 6, 1982 (5)

82-F

Vera Sunneit Sehoo.e Math Student:

Th24'week peea4e-4pend some time competing the pages bebm.in
you& matkwakhbook. In4tAuction4 aite inatuded in the boxe4 'on

each page.

Have a good week/

The. Etementaity Ims.#7cu.aZonat
PAag/tam, A/SV

GEOMETRY/MEASUREMENT

Draw a line from a ray to the flashlight (the ray is the second figure

on the left.) Notice how the flashlight represents a ray, Now draw
a line from'each line or shape to an object on the right side of the

page that represents it._

Using the information in the blue box,,answer the questions in set A.

Now look at the information in the middle of the page, use it to

answer questions in set A.

'Study the information at the top of the page. Now use it to answer,

questions in sets 'C and D. You may need help from your parent to

complete this page.

This page continues the process used oil p. 102 to change from one

. unit to another. Using the new units of weight discussed here,

ounces, pounds, complete the problems in sets A, 15, and C.
Ily

2



82-F
August 13, 082 (3)

Dear:. Summet Schoa Math Student:

Thi4 week gemse speed some time Compeetbig the pages betoW,in
your math wakkbook. Lutimations cute aoudad in the boxes don
each page.

Have a good weekl

The'EUmentarty InsauctionaL
Pug/tam, AISD

GEOMETRY

p. 93 Follow the directions on this page for comparing lengths for sets B,
C, and D. For set A, look back to the yellow box at the top of p..92
to remind you of what a curve looks like.

p. 100 Read the information in the yellow box at the top half of the page
carefully. You should be able to answer the questions below insets,
A, B, and C.

p. 103 In set B, (2) and.(3), remember how to write. one -half as 1/2.
C, turn back to page 98 to help you remember how long a centimeter
is.

p. 104

p. 105
109

If you study carefully the information in the yellow box.at the
top of the page which gives definitations for units' of measure,
you should be able to answer the questions on this page.

.

milommammal
For set A, remember that means "greater than", and means'"less
"than". For set B, remember that you must add the answer to the
bottom number you are subtracting in order to check for the right.

I

answer by using addition. For instance, in problem onei--79
,

,\.
-43\ .

E-42
(same as nu\

79 - addition check
er from which you are subtracting)



p. 130

P. 241

i

-F

August 13, i94.(4)

Dean Summit Schaa aath Student:

Thi.4 week please spend come time compLeting the pages beZaw,hn

yam: math waniimak. In4tAllati.anA ate 4nctuded in the boxes tiat

each page.

Have.a.goad. week!

The aepentaxy In&ttuctiona.
?Aawcam, AZSD

11TASUREMENT

Do exercise C orally with your parents. Remember that this.picture
of a yardstick is, much smaller than a real yardstick would' be. Then
complete the. page independently.

, Discuss the picture of gallons, pints, and quarts, with your parent:
Make sure you understand how these measurements are related to one
another, such as, 1 gallon = 4 quarts, or 1.quart.= 2 pints. Then
finish!the.rest of the page.

30



p. 109

p. 110

P. 119.

p. 120

August 13;1 1,9b2 (5)

82-F

Dean. Summer School Math Student:

This week pease spend some time comptettng the pages betowin
yam. math workbook. InstAuctions cute included in the boxes dot

each page.

Have a good week!

The Etementany Inatnuctional
PkogAam, AISD

FRACTIONS

In each of the problems in exercise A, fractions can be made when
talking about parts of a whole. For instance,'in 1 there are 8 cubes
left out of'10 cubes, or TT6 of them are left. Complete the problems
in exercise a orally with parent, then go 'over exercise B as well,
circling the fraction.

gnaw

On p. 110 we find that a fraction can be talking about part of a.set
as well as an equla part of a whole made up of equal parts. For
instance, the set of objects in the blue box'are of unequal size but
the 5 shaded objects of the six total number is of the set. Contra
this kind of fradtional number with the of the single region below
it, 5 equal pieces of a single object -made up of 6 pieces. Then com- .

plete exercise C .

La-writing fractions, the top number'is always the numerator,
the bottom always the denominator. Complete exercise A as directed.

Complete the review exercises on fractions on this page. If you have
trouble with any of these, ask your parent.for some'help.

2
Each fraction can be writtel as a fraction number (such as or as
a-word name, two-thirds.--iComplete-the exercises on-this-page,-which
all refer to fractions in both ways.

9

E-44
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Reading Control
82-F

July 8, 1982

Croup

Dear Sumner School Reading Teacher:

As part of the research design for the Elementary Sumner School Program
this year,. you will recall that various approaches to follow-up,
activities were to be. tried for the remaining weeks of the slimmer
prior to the:beginning of school in. both math and reading.

YourClasS has been randomly selectid to receive the control reading
follow-up treatment. Thetis,. the only follow-up activity will be
one letter (Attachment A). Please assist us with this crucial
aspect of the program by distributing them to each of. your students
the last day of school, Friday, July 9.

If you have any questions concerning the structured follow-up
activities, please feel free to direct them to Joan Burnham of
AppliCations and Compliance (458-1291) or Nancy Baenen of ORE (458-1227).
They are assisting us with this aspect of the program while
we and other Elementary Instructional Coordinators are off-contract
untiy August 2.

Please know how much we all appreciate your dedicated efforts this
summer. We hope that you have had a good teaching experience and have
a restful remaining vacation!.

The Language Arts Summer School Committee

E-4133



82-F

lay 9, 1982.

Dean Summit. Schaal Parents

As you' know, put aitd has had many oppoatunitiesauxag the aummex
pkogkam to take books out oti the sehoae. taxa/Ey and to head books

oi ateitest. Since We know atom 4e.4120.4eit that one oi the best cozy4
list a child's /Leading to imp/cove is .to head make books. we urge you

to encoukage gout chiti to do 40.

nease take advantage o4 these Zeisunay nemanLne weeks oi summet
when your child 44 not ..ut schoat to take huh (het) to the Austin

ruheic Libtaty to take out make books. Sunimen heading can be tots 04
6un fiat yawn child, opening up new '"woh2d4" oi ideas and exc,Wne

expehienees.

Keep in mind, too, that 41...stelUne to yawn child /Lead aloud eon t5
maut44 pen day and discussing the stony alitenuahas togethex is
equatty as vatuabLe as .the independent silent heading times. These

can be some pteasutahee moments On bath oi you, sharing some
ideas and lieeting4 togethet about the book.

your- hap in .imptovi.ne your chad's heading ski tts 45 bath needed
and apptetiated!

The Etementaxy In4t7utatio
Pkogimm, ALSO

E-47

13.



82-F

July 8, 1982

Rending Experimental
Group

Dear Summer School Reading Teacher:

As part of the research design for the Elementary Summer School Program

this year, you will recall that various. approaches to follow-up

activities were to be tried for the remaining weeks of the summer

prior to the beginning of school in both math and reading.

Your class has been. randomly selected to receive the experimental

reading follow-up treatment... That is, in addition to. letter

(Attachment A) urging parents to continued reading activities

with their children, each week every parent and child in your

class will be sent (via.the mail) a follow-up activity to complete.

They will be sent over a five-week period. (A set of those activities

is included for you information). Please assist us with this crucial

aspect-of the program by distributing these attached letters to

all of your students the last day of school, Friday, July 9.

In addition, pleaie attach a copy of the other letter (Attachment B)

to the receiving teacher's copy of each child's summer ianiTiToR
card. This will BiTiFivarded on thrairerfill teacher before

school startsto give that individual an idea of that student's

progress during the Elementary Sumner School. Program.

If you have any questions concerning the structured follow-up

activities, please feel free to direct them to Joan Burnham of

Applications and Compliance (458-1291) or Nancy Baenen of ORE (458-1227).

They are assisting us with this aspect of the prAram while

we and other Elementary Instructional Coordinators are off-contract

until August 2.

Please know how much we all appreciate your dedicated efforts this

summer. We hope that you have had a good teaching experience and.,have

a restful remaining vacation!

The Language Arts Summer School Committee



Name

'Show your story in comic strip form, You can

write under the picture to explain the action,

0

1.

136
137



82-F

Name

Dive into
some books
this week I

Name of Book Author Told Story to

0 t,

E-50 138



82 F

Name
READ THROUGH THE FOREST

Make a path through the forest by listing each
book on a tree that you read. You may list
newspaper reading too!

0
eivede
START
HERE

I

woo as. .0.0 Ego



Name

List new words

from yow

reading I

E-5 2

140
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Name. Choose one book:

Book. Author.

Make a picture of something that happened in the
'story.



82-F.

Juty 4, 1982

Dear Swnmen- Schoo.e Patent:

A. you know youk child haz had many oppoktunttUz duking the zummet
pkogkam to :take books out (36 the zehoot tibtaty and to /mad books
of intetezt. Since we know atom icezeanch that one of thebezt wayz
ion a chitdiz iteading to impuve iz to tead mate books. we urge you
to encourage yout child to do zo.

Peeaze take advantage (36 he teizutay umaining weeks o summer
when yout child iz not in-schoot to take hith (het) to the Aurtin
Pubtic Li.hkaky to take out mate books. Summek mading can be tots
iun iat vat chied, opening up new "wettdz" of ideas and excit',Cng
expetiencez. .

Keep in Mind, too, that tizfeming to your child read aloud ion 15
minutez per day and dizeuzz.big the ztoty alitetwanaz together
equally az vaeuabte as the independent zieent iteading timez. Thee
can be zome pLeazutabee momenta tiot both oti you,- zhaiting zome
idea. and 6eeting4 togethet about the book.

Each week we wtitt be wending your child soma zhot, an iteadng
activities ..to tetate to hia(het) tibtany neading. We hope tha ; you
will zet azide some time ion your child to compZete them. They
zhowed be enjoyaiate, as well as heep to make the zummet teading
mane meaninglia. Thete wUL be a total o 5 acavitiez.

Stout hap in 2mpkovtng yout iteading zkitEz .1.4 both needed
and apidteciated!

The. Elementary InzttuctionaZ
Ptogtam, AISV

Cn

E-54
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82-F

Dean. Teacher,

MATH
CONTROL_

Attachment E,7
(Page 1 of 2)

Th2z student waz 2n my math ceass this zummet. At the end oiS the

zummet zezzion, ate o6 my students were ateowed to take home their math

wothbook. A'tettet waz sent to the patents asking them to wank with

theit shied on the temaining pages in the wonkbook duaing the test o5

the summer. Parents were toed which pages coveted topicz tike addition,

zubtaaction, muetiptication, divizion, time, money, 6tactionz, geometty,

and/ot gaaphz (topicz'coveted vatied by grade tevee). Genetae ztudy

hints were tizted as weet.

Peeaze ask .the student .L he /she completed any additionae wank Zheetz.

in the notebook alitet zummet zchoot waz.ovet and oak to zee them. Revtew-

ing the exermise6 4houtd give you some uzeiSue inAttuctionat. inptmation

and make the child 6ees compteting the wank waz impatant. Thy to make

the student 'Sees good about wotking on math at home--ezpecialy on the \

summer break!

Thank yout

Swiuneic Schoae Teacher

MATfir--

EXPERTMENTAL

"Dear ?cachet,

Thiz student waz in my math ceazz this summed. At the end off the

summer 'zezzion ate off my ztudents wete attowed to tafz home thein math

workbook. A tettet waz sent to the patents ashing,theetv..woth with

theit shied on the remaining pagez in the workbook duting .the test off

the zummet. Patents were toed which pages coveted topicz tike addition,

zubttaction, mmetiptication, divizion, time, money, itactions, geometty,

and /an graphs (topics coveted varied by grade tevee). Genetat ztudy'

hints wete eizted as west. A tettet was sent to the parents each week

ISot weeks about a paaticueat zkia atm. Page numbers coveting a

zkiet wete .elated along with inzttuctions flat each exetcize. Patents

were naked to concenttate on these pages during the week.

Peeaze ask the student .L he/she compeeted any additionae wank

zheetz in the notebook aiStet summer zchooe wazovea. and ask to zee them.

Reviewing theexetcizez showed give:you zome.uselSwe iyiztauctionae iniSotma

tion and make the ChiLd'ISeee comp eeting the wank was" impottant. rty to

make the ztudent 'Sea good ,about wothing on math at home--ezpeciatey on

the summer break!

Thank you very much! E-55 143

Summer Schaaf. Teachet



82-F

READING
EXPERIMENTAL

Attachment E-7
(Page 2 of 2)

Dean Teachen,

111,,i4 student muz in my /Leading cta44 thiz zummen. Wen summer 4chooZ

was oven, pa/Lentz we /Le sent independent /Leading exencize4 once'a week .hot

&Lye weeks to conk on with that chitd. Pteaze a4k the 4tudent to biting

in any oti the activities heishe competed. Reviewing the 4heetz wilt hope-

*Lt.ey give you come u6elime in6tAuctiona intioAmation. My to make the

student /Sea good about woutking on these activitie4 du/Ling the 4ummen break!

Thank you.

SUMMER SCHOOL TEACHER

-7

E -56



82-F

TO:

AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT Attachment E-8

AUSTIN, TEXAS (Page 1 of 2)

MEMORANDUM

Hermelinda Rodriguez

FROM: John Moore II

SUBJECT: Report on Summer School

DATE: August 20, 1982

I

The Community Education Program provided one hour a day of recreational -

activities for 1,114 children enrolled in AISD remedial summer school
classes. Of these, approximately 50% were Hispanic, 31% were Blacki.
and'18% were Anglo. .Community Education activities included arts, crafts,
table games, physical education such as gymnastics and supervised play-
ground activities. In addition,the community school made_arrangements
for having the school library availablefor_use-by-the summer schOol
students. the average staff to student ratio for these activities was
1:26. The total cost of providing these community education activities
was $10,320.

.Becker and Rosedale Community Schools also provided recreational acti-
vities for twelve Hispanic and 134 oriental refugee studentS enrolled
special summer school classes. These. activities were provided from
community education funds at no charge to the student.

Response from the students, summer school directors and teachers was
'excellent. Their comments indicate that the activities were well planned,
enjoyable and had a favorable effect on the student` attitudes towards
summer school.

Some suggestions for improving the program are:

1. Begin planning early with full community education involvement.

2. Allow for staggered schedules so that not all children in the school
are released for, snack and community education activities at the
same time.

3. The student tuition should be subsidized in order to allow for a
better student/teacher ratio and program supplies.

4. Regular school staff should'provide assistance in providing snacks.
They didat some schools but not at others.

5. Include community school campus coordinators in,summer school faculty
and in-service meetings.

6. Decide which schools are going to be used as soon as possible.

1,4 3



82 -F

August 20, 1982
Page 2

Attachment E-8
(Page 2 of 2)

It has been a pleasure to work with you in assuring that the summer school
experience was both beneficial and enjoyable for all concerned. I look
forward to starting to work with you soon in planning next year's
program!

JM/er

c.c. Campus Coordinators
Summer School Principals and Directors
Charles Aiken

Lawrence Buford

1.44i3
E -38 -



Summer School Pilot Project

Appendix F

MASTERY TESTS

147



Instrument Description: Mastery Tests

tescrtatian at :he inst.rnment:

Mastery Tests assessing student attainment of instructional objectives were included with
the Math (Math for Everyone) and Reading (Chicago Mastery Learning System) curricula. Non-

LEP were assessed using these tests. LEP students in Math had their Math:peiform-

ante assessed through Spanish administration of the Math Mastery Testa and had their reading

performance assessed by a series of criterion- referenced rests from the Spanish reading

series. For math, there were approximately 50 criterion-referenced tests at each grade
level.- Students were tested only over'the objectives that they received instruction in.
In reading for non-LEP students, there were between six and eleven criterion referenced

tests at each grade level. Student achievement on these mastery tests were recorded by

teachers on record forms.

To wham V23 :St tasttrrment a^minite-ed?

To students in the 1982 SuAmer thool Pilot Project.

!CV =2=7 "MS V23 the irstrt=ene

Mastery tests were administered once to students after each instructional unit was complet-
ed. If a student achieved mastery, that units mastery test was'not administered again

co chat student. If the student failed co achieve mastery (defined as 80Z accuracy on
the test), then the student was administered the test a second time after receiving "correct-

':hen vas tits insnmnne.: ive" instruction.

The initial mastery test's ("formative") were administered whenever a teacher completed the

basic instruction for that unit. The final mastery tests ( "sum native ") were administered

to students failing to attain mastery on the initial test whenever a teacher completed
,the corrective instruction for that unit.
7hert vas ...he Instrnment aotnihistered?

the mastery tests were administered in'the summer school classrooms.

7ho admittia-e4 4-strnnent?

Classroom teachers.

7har. r=aininz a =d :he admimiscracacs have?

Classroom teachers a:tended three days of in-service instruction regarding the curriculum

and assessment procedures and received detailed instructional manuals.

743 the i:3 _n: adninistered =der standart.red tonditlohs?

No.

7ert :here orablems wIth :he ihsc=mmenc or the admihls=scian :hat tizht after:
the valici:v at the data?

Tests for the first ten objectives in math at the first grade level were not available.

therefore readers administered informal assessment devices co determine students' at:-

ainment of these objectives. What procedures math teachers used for these ten objectives

are unknown. No other factors affecting the validity of the tests are known.

7ho daveladed :he instrnment?

The mastery tests for reading were developed by staff at the Board of Education, City of
Chicago Public Schools and published by Mastery Education of Watertown, Massachusetts.
pe math tests were developed by Education Service Center, Region XIII staff.
Ana:. rcuabillr7 and validiry data art available trstrrect?

None available at present.

Are :hers =or= 1.3:1 avatlable.for inta=trstinm :he :tsult.s?

Students' performance is compared relative to a standard of accuracy (80% correct)

'on tests of each specified objective, rather than relativecto the performance of ocher

students. No group norms are available.

F-2
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MASTERY TESTS

Purpose

Mastery tests were reviewed in- -order to gain information related to the
following decision and evalualtion questions:

1

Decision Question D2: Was the st ucture of summer school appro-
priate for future summerischools? Are alterations necessary?

...

'ElialuationQuestion D2-9: How much material were the teachers
able to cover in math and reading? How long'did reading units

!

take to teach?
!

I

---,

Decision Question D4: Should retainees be encouraged to attend
summer school?

Evaluation Question D4-1: Did students meet short-term object- .

ives? How many skills were the students able to master ,(at an .

80% level) in readifig)and math by the end of summer school?

Procedure

The mastery tests which were used in the 1982 Summer school were thosewhich
Were included in thecurriculum materials used (the Chicago MasteryLearning
System for reading and Math for Everyone for math). Although Limited
English Proficiency students were tested using the same mastery tests as
non-LEP students in math, except with a Spanish administration instead of
an English one, the procedure for non-LEP and LEP students will be described
separately.

In-service training sessions were offered to teachers on May 15, May 31, June 1,
and June)2, 1982. The May 15th session presented an overview of the design,of
the summer school program, and detailed presentations by consultants from
CML.Systems and from the Education Service Center, Region XIII discussing the
reading and math curriculum. Included in this session were presentations
regarding the mastery tests in reading and math. Another overview was presented
on May 31. Teacheis also received instructional manuals and materials at these
sessions. Teachers met on their summer school campuses for local in-service
involving an orientation to the local summer school program, the grouping of
students in classes, the daily schedule, conducting home visits and phone calls
to former teachers, and other aspects of the program. Five teachers (7%) were
hired so late that they could not.attain any of these in-service sessions.
Only 14 of 23 teachers responding to an in-service teacher survey item (69%)
indicated that they attended one of the curriculum overviews presented at the
central in-service. However, instructions for conducting the mastery tests
were explicit in the instructional manuals. Thus, conducting the mastery
tests should not have been difficult for teachers even if they had not attended
the in-service.

For each of their students, non-LEP teachers were instructed to record the
student's progress on the record forms contained in Attachment F-1. They
received these instructions during the local in-service, and the instructions
were printed on the record forms. For reading, if a student achieved mastery
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of an objective either on the initial,' or formative test, or on the second,

summative test, a checkmark was placed in.the row with that student's name
and in the column headed by that objective. If the student did not attain

mastery, the teacher was to place that student's test score in the box where
the checkmark would have appeared. if the objective was mastered. For math,'

there was a single-page list' of objectives appropriate for that student's
grade level. After each summative mastery test, the teacher was to write the
student's percent correct on that test next to its corresponding objective.
If this was 80% or greater (mastery), the teacher was to mark through the
objective with a highlighter pen.

In addition to noting student mastery of a particular objective, reading
teachers also noted the number of days it took for them to teach each
objective. This information was recorded on the reading progress sheets,
each page of which could be used to record an entire class' mastery test
scores.

On July 12th, the Monday after the last week of supmer school, all teachers

were to give the directors all of their mastery teat records. The directors

then sent these records, either by school mail or by delivery in person,

to ORE.

Mastery records were received from all math and from all reading teachers.

These records were reviewed by ORE coders instructed to obtain the 'following

information: for each student, the grade in which the student.was enrolled
for summer school, the student's reading and math teachers, which reading

objectives were mastered by that student, and 'the average percent accuracy
score on the math objectives that that student received instruction in. In

addition, ORE staff recorded the math objectives-taught-by each of the math

teachers.

The information collected by ORE coders was keypunched and summary statistics
involving student mastery.of reading and math objectives were computed using
AISD computer facilities. The results of thede. analyses are reported below.

Mastery test procedures for students in LEP classes: The procedures described

above were the case for students in non-LEP classes. There were three LEP
classrooms at Brooke Elementary'asummer school, and these classes used
different materials in reading and a somewhat different procedure. For math,

these students received instruction using the Math for Everyone curriculum,

except that instruction was presented in Spanish. The mastery test procedure,

from the teachers' in-service training to the coding.ofthe record forms by

ORE staff, was identical to the procedure for non-LEP students.. LEP students
received reading instruction using different materials than non-LEP students;
these materials included Spanish reading instruction using Caracolitos and Una
Cosa, and instruction in English as a Second Language from Stepping Into English.

and other supplementary materials. Criterion-referenced tests of Spanish
reading were administered to these students by their teachers;' these tests were

provided with the curriculum. The results, of these Spanish reading tests are
reported below separately from the results of the non-LEP mastery tests.

la()
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Analysis Procedures.. In reading, information on mastery was coded as a "1"
if an objective was mastered by the student, a blank if it was not, and a
"2" if the student was absent while an objective was being taught. A few,
teachers' records were not recorded. appropriately and had to be "inter-

preted" by the coder.

The percent mastery was determined based on the number of students present'

for an obiective and the number mastering it. Some classes were not able
to complete all of the required units. These students were not included in
determining the percent mastery since they were not presented with the mate-
rial or tested on it. Required units not covered by some classes included:

Grade 1: Unit 8 (Word Attack)
Units 6, 7, 8 (Comprehension)

Grade 2: Unit 6
Grade 3: Unit 7
Grade 6: Units 12, 13

For more details on material covered, see the Project Recoxd and Teacher
Records Appendices..

Limited English Proficiency (LEP) students had a different reading program,
but essentially, the same math program as their non-LEP peers. The analysis
procedure for assessing math achievement for LEP students was identical to
the procedure for non-LEP students. The reading programs of LEP and non-
LEP students were different and different short-term goals had been estab-
lished for both. Thus the assessment of short-term gains in reading for LEP
students was performed differently than the non-LEP procedure.

There were two aspects to the LEP.reading program: instruction in Spanish
Reading and instruction in English as a Second Language. The short-term
objective in Spanish Reading involved student performance on workbook tests,
and the short-term objective in ESL was that students would complete at
least two levels of the ESL series being used in the program.

The two LEP reading teachers recorded their students' workbook scores for'
each test completed and put a check next to a student's name if the student
had completed three levels of Stepping Into English On. the. Monday follow-

ing the close of summer school (July12), these records were sent to ORE.
They, were analyzed by generating simple descriptive statistics with a hand
calculator. 0

In math, mastery was defined as answering 80% or more items correctly on
math tests pertaining to specific skills. In the Math for Everyone series,
math skills are organized in five "strands," which include three-to twenty-
five skill objectives depending on the grade level. .Skill mastery records

were hand-coded and transferred to cards. Due to the large number of poss7
ble skillS covered and the fact that skills covered varied by student, each
student's, average test score across all tests taken was recorded. A fre-

quency distribution of scores for all students overall and by grade was
then generated. All skills on which a student was tested were considered to
be those "specified for their' instructional level."
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Results

Evaluation Question D2-9: How much material were the teachers able to cover
in math and reading? How long did reading units take to teach?

Data pertinent to this evlauation question are described in Appendix B,
Teacher Records.

Evaluation Question D4-1: Did students meet short-term objectives? How
many skills were the students able to master (at an 80% level) in reading

and math by the end of summer school?

The short-term objective in reading was as follows: By the end of the five-
week summerschoolreading skills specified for each grade level will be
mastered by 90% of the retainees participating.

The number of students passing each objective, the number of students
receiving instruction in that objective, and the percent of students pass-
ing are indicated in Figures F-1 through F-6 (shown at the back of this
appendix).

Overall, the short-term reading objective was not met. Only 10 of the 37
required units were mastered by 90% or more of the qtudents. These were

at the fourth- and sixth-grade levels. However, at least 60% of the stu-
dents mastered all of the required units they were exposed to. At least
80% of the students mastered 22 of the 37 units.

PERCENT
MASTERING 1 2 3 TOTAL

0 - 59%

60 - 69% - 4 2 - 1 - -,
1

70 - 79% 4 1 3 8

80 - 89% 5

90 -100% 6 10

9 5 5 6 6 37

,Figure F-7. NUMBER OF REQUIRED UNITS MASTERED BY VARYING
PERCENTAGES OF STUDENTS BY GRADE.

The results in reading suggest that the number of students not mastering
a skill unit after additional instruction and retesting was higher than

expected. fi
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The short-term objectives in reading for Limited English Proficiency (LEP)
students were as follow:

Spanish Reading: LEP retainees participating, in summer
school will show 80% accuracy on workbook assessments
on the average.

English as a Second Lar--.,age: LEP retainees participating
in summer school will complete at least two levels in the
Stepping Into English series.

There were nine workbook tests in one class and five in the other. Scores
on workbook tests were available for 38 of the 39 LEP students. All but one
of the 38 students maintained a workbook test average higher than 80%. Thus,

the LEP: Spanish Reading objective was met.

All 39 LEP students completed all three levels of the Stepping Into English
Series. This was assessed by written teacher report.

The short-term objective for math was as follows:

By the end of the five-week summer school, participating
retainees will, on the average; master the number of
skills specified for their instructional level at an 80%
level.

The math objective was met. On the average, students mastered specified
skills at a 90.4% level. The average percent correct for half the students
exceeded 92% (median score). The frequency distribution across all grades is
shown in Attachment F-1.

The mean scores for each,grade level in math are as follows:

GRADE MEAN
NUMBER OF STUDENTS
WITH VALID SCORES

Kindergarten 89.4% 53

1 92.3% 252
2 91.6% 231

3 93.2% 118

4 86.5% 166 '

5 88.1% 163

6 90.3% 3

Figure F-8. MEAN SCORES ON MATH MASTERY TESTS. Some
students who were in first-grade classes
used kindergarten materials. Also, the
sixth-grade materials were generally felt
to be too difficult for the retainees in
summer school, but a few students did use
them.
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As Figure F-8 shows, the average percent correct on skills tested was above

80% at all grade levels. The laigest average was'86.5% at grade 4, and the

highest was 93.2% at grade 3.
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0
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1-4
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226, 226 202 63

Peicent of Attending

Students who Passed 83.3 82.3 81,3, 74.6 78,5 81,1 8106 7309 70.3 100.0j

Figure F-1: NUMBER OF STUDENTS ATTAINING REQUIRED .READING OBJECTIVES FOR GRADE 1.

Number of Students Present when Objective was Taught does not include

students not, exposed to the unit,
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GRADE: 2 COMPREHENSION

REQUIRED OPTIONAL

3:, 4: 10:

z
CT1

Z
C21

12: 6:

N
z

Number-of..Stddents.-
Passing'Obj.ective-'

Number of
Present When
Objective was
Taught

149 168 176 140 I 126

7:

67

24.9 244 245.. 234 I 200 234

Percent of Attending
Students who Passed 59.8 68.9 71.8 59.81 63.0 50.0

If

Figure F-2: NUMBER OF STUDENTS ATTAINING REQUIRED READING OBJECTIVES

FOR GRADE 2.
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Number of Students
Passing Objective

GRADE: 3 COMPREHENSION

REQUIRED OPTIONAL

4:

cn

5: 6:

8
H
1-4

G3

7:

128 130 133 122

ttl

Number of Students
Present When
Objective was
Taught

Percent of Attending
Students who Passed

182 185- 184 183 166

25 53

115. 147

68.1 69.2 70.7 72.7_73.5 21.0 36.1

Figure F-3: NUMBER OF STUDENTS ATTAINING REQUIRED READING OBJECTIVES
FOR GRADE 5.
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Number of Students
Passing Objective

1:

N

164 165

GRADE:

REQU

4:

CIS0

IRED

155 144

4

159

9:

156

CO REH SION

OPTION

90..

10:

z

80-

Number of Students
Present When
Objective was
Taught 176 184 178 176 174 168 '94 85.

Percent of Attending
Students who Passed 93.2 t89.7 87.1 81.8 91.4 92.9 95.7 93.0

Figure F-4: NUMBER OF STUDENTS ATTAINING REQUIRED READING OBJECTIVES
FOR GRADE 4.
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GRADE: 6 COMPREHENSION

REQUIRED OPTIONAL

1:

efts 0
1-4 0
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01 Zz 0
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=
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C/3r4 >< GI
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. .

Number of Students
Passing Objective 52 51 50 54 38 39

Number of Students
Present When
Objective was
Taught 52 53 53 54 39 39

Percent of Attend-
ing Students Who
Passed 100% 96% 94% 100% 97% 100%

Figure F-6. NUMBER OF JTUDENTS ATTAINING REQUIRED READING OBJECTIVES
FOR GRAD 6.
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82-F Instrument Description: Cost Analysis

Brief descriocion oe the instrionent: Costs for planning and implementation of the
summer school program are outlined. Budget printouts and purchase requisitions were
used to account for costs directly paid for by the local or grant funds. Directors
and coordinators who put in a great deal of time during the regular school year were
surveyed to account for these additional time costs.

To wham was the instrument administered? Assistant Director - Finance, Director -
Elememtary School Curriculud, Director Elementary School Management, selected
elementary coordinators and planners.

!ow marm times was the instrument admi,Iscazed? ' Once.

ghen was the instrument administered? September 19824

There vas the inScrumenc administered? In.administrators' office.

gho.adninistered the instrument? S.gif.7erdrilift:ed.

ghat =raining did the administrators have? Memorandum with instructions was sent;
to coordinators and directors. tv".

as the instrument administered under standardized conditions? No.

gars there problems with the instrument or the administration that 3i2ht
affect the validity of the data? Time costs for planning are estimates based on
recall. Some specific costs were'difficult.to isolate based on budgetprintouts.
Also, some costs have not been finalized as.yet.

'mho develooed the instrument? Office of Research and Evaluation.

qbat,raliabiliCY and validity data are available on che instrument?

Are there norm data aYailable for interoreting tSe results? No,

None.
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COST ANALYSIS

PurpOse

A cost analysis of local and TEA grant costs of the summer school ras
conducted to determine overall costs, one-time start-up costs, and
continuing costs. This information will be useful'to Austin ISD and TEA
if the program is used again in Austin or in other school districts.

Procedure

The 1982 summer school for retainees in Austin was funded through local
-funds and a Summer School Pilot Program grant from the Texas Education
Agency. In addition to implementation costs directly budgeted for by
local funds, a number of District administrators worked on .planning and
implementation throughout the 1981 -82 school year. These time costs
are also estimated .here.

Budget allocations and expenditures to date were obtained from the AISD
Finance office on September 15, 1982 for both local and TEA funds.
Coordinators in charge of each curriculum area were interviewed and
reviewed purchase requisitions to determine costs per student and class
of Curriculum used in the summer school. Finally, the elementary directors,
coordinatbrs, and planners who had worked during the school year on
summer school planning were surveyed to determine the time commitment
necessary to develop the program.. The memoranda and survey sent out'are
shown in Attachment G-1.

Results

Costs Per Student and Class:

Reading. Each student in summer school needed the following
materials:

1 Chicago Mastery Learning System kit (comprehension) 3.50

Each teacher needed:

1 Chicago Mastery Learning System teacher kit (comprehension 40.00

1 Scholastic kit (grades 1-6) 89.00
1 Modern Curriculum Press (1st grade only) 29.00
1 Houghton Mifflin (grades 2-6) 21.00
Smelly Stickers and other incentives 26.00

G-3 168
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Limited English Proficiency Reading. 'A total of $1,844 was spent.
on summer school materials for LEP reading. Most were purchased
as kits or sets used by the entire class. Prices per class were:

Caracolitos

Una Cosa

Elena y Dani

Buenos Amigos

Mi Escuela

I Like English -
Levels 1-3

$139.95 set
(50 -60 stories)

$ 1.17 Teacher Guide

$128.50 set
(50-60 stories)

4.35 each reader
and workbook

$ 5.80 eachreader
and workbook

6.05 each reader
Andworkbook

$ 27.00 set

In some cases, more materials were purchased than were actually
used because the number of LEP students enrolled and their level
of functioning was unknown until classes started. A. total of

39 students participated in LEP reading classes.

G-4
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.Mathematics. Each student needed:

1 level of Succeeding in Mathematics
Math for Everyone duplicate materials
1 calculator
folder for assignments

Each teacher received:

$. 4.00
$ 1.00
$ 3.00
$ '035

3 levels of Succeeding in Mathematics (above, below, and
at grade level) at $4.00 each $ 12.00.

Math for Everyone $ 20.00'

Teacher resources books $100.00

Each school received:

7 sets Base Ten Number Blocks at $61.00 each $427.00

MOney for.Thermofax masters to reprOduce tests and other-
materials, manipulatives, etc. $900.00

1 box Thermofax masters $

The seven sets of Base Ten Numbers Blocks were kept in the centraloffice
on.a check-out basis. One teacher at a time checked out all seven sets
and each.pair of students used a set. Ideally, every class would have

enough block sets for each pair of children. However, the cost of the

. blocks was too high to do this in the Austin program in 1982. A listing

of the resource books received is shown in Attachment G-2.- -

The $900.00 allowance for supplies was used in various ways by the schools.

.
Reading teachers may have used some materials purchased with these funds.

Community School:

Community education activities cost approximately $10.00 per student.
Families were asked to pay $10.00 tuition for this. AISD paid for any
additional children (beyond-one) in a family served by the program. The

total number of students served was 1,114 at a.total cost of-T$10;320.

The pupil to staff ratio was 26:1.

Materials used varied by the type of class. Community education staff -

provided arts, crafts, table games, and physical education activities.
They also staffed the libraries and helped to serve snacks to the students

(along with teachers and directors at the schools).

. 168
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Campus Costs:'

The following were the average costs per campus for 26 days:

Clerical assistant. $ 789
Director $ 1,520

Utilities $ 1,934
Nurse (part-time) $ 416
Transportation $ 5,484
Bus monitors $ 1,482
Snacks $ 832
Librarian $. 603

Total Average CoSt $13,060

AISD directors were actually on contract as administrators for all but 16
days:of the summer school program. Thus, this was the additional cost to
AISD for the summer'program. The TEA grant covered the,cost of 3 directors
for 16 days ($4,560) .at a daily rate of $95. If a director was hired
specifically for summer school, he or she should be hired for at least 31
days to allow planning 'and organizational time,. The AISD summer school
directors spent a considerable amount of time assigning students to campuses"
and classes before the program began and learning about program features.

Each school also had janitorial staff not reflected in the above costs.
Two nurses served the five Campuses. Transportation was provided with a
total of 24 buses (an,average of 4.8 per campus).

Campus Space Needs.:

The average pupil7to-teacher ratio was 15 to 1. Each school had about
15 teachers. Thus, a school,needed 15 classrooms, the library, gym,
cafeteria, main office, and outdoor areas to operate the summer school
program for.225 students.

Administrative and Planning Costs:

The Directors of Elementary Management and Curriculum supervised the
summer, school process. They had primary responsibility for setting up
the mechanical operation of the program, including enrollment, student
forms, transportation,,buildings, and assigning students to campuses.
They also consulted with the language arts and math committees as they
selected and developed curriculum, assisted in planning community school
activities, helped:lay out the overall organization and policies of the
program at a building level,and helped with Staff development. They also
presented information on the program to the Cabinet and Board.

One educational planner and one evaluator developed the grant proposal
in consultation with other groups involved and helped set up procedures
for preservice phone calls to previous teachers:home visits to parents,
and follow-up activities' after summer school was over. The educational

6-̀ )G-6 .
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planner developed instructions and sent out the follow-up activities
with the help of a secretary. Research and evaluation staff developed
and duplicated some materials for home visits, teacher calls; and follow
through, and provided labels for the mailings.

One District-paid evaluator and-one grant -paid intern developed and

carried out. the evaluation in consultation with all others involved.
ORE staff also provided some staff development for summer school
teachers and provided information from research during the" planning

process.

Other administrators and secretaries in the personnel, transportation,
and physical plant offices also assisted with various aspects of the
program.(hiring, payroll, busing, utilities and.janitorial services).

Attachment G-3 shows the approximate number of hours put in by central
office directors, math coordinators, language arts coordinators, and
planners on major summer school'activities. The combined total number
of hours put in by these administrators on planning is shown below, with
hours spent on implementation shown on the next page. The time put in by
theSe administrators was covered by their regular District salaries, and
is -not included in TEA or. local summer school expenditures.

TOTAL INITIAL CONTINUING

ACTIVITY HOURS SPENT TIME COSTS* TIME COSTS*

Planning

Choosing Curriculum 188 124 60

Developing Curriculum 31 '31

Setting up Procedures
for Using Curriculum 228 162 66,

Grant Writing 121 40 80.

Overall'Summer School
Organization . 70 12 18,

Ylanning Transportation 4

Assigning Students to
Teachers/Schools 4

Enrollment Forms and
Procedures 13 1

Home Visits/Phone Calls 15 10/ 5

Follow-up 81 ga 49

Budget 25 i 20

Staff Development 125 /11 112

Evaluation. 44 6 36
Other: Developing Test. Record

Forms (Evaluator) 8 6 2

Developing Materials'
Allocation Forms. (Language

Arts) 6 3 3 .

-Allocating.Materials .

to Schools 19 - 19

Planning Recreational
Activities with

Community Schools 2 .

TOTAL 988 -431 (42.6a) '470 (47.6%)

G-7,
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TOTAL
ACTIVITY HOURS SPENT

INITIAL
TIME COSTS*

CONTINUING
TIME COSTS*

Implementation

-Reproducing Materials. 39 15 .24

Picking Up and Delivering
Materials 66 4 54

Assisting Teachers 66 - 62
Answering Parent Questions 24 - .6

Assisting Directors 54 46
Budget 14 - 12

Follow-up Including Secretary
Time 49 8 23

Other:Evaluation Activities 30 10 20
Supervising.Intern

(Evaluator) 25 10 15
School Visits/Observations

(Director) 12
Record Keeping (Language
Arts 8 - 8

TOTAL 387 47 (12.1%) 270 (69.8

*Directors of Elementary Management and Curriculum did not break
time into first-time and continuing-time costs.

"Initial Time Costs" reflect those costs which should be needed only once
(i.e. would not have to be repeated if the program was repeated). "Continu
Time Costs" would be needed again even if the program was repeated in the
same way. ,

These time estimates are approximate. However, they certainly point out
the large amount of time spent during the 1981-82 school year and during'
summer 1982 on planning and implementation by AISD administrators who had
this as one of a number of duties. Even without the time of two coordi-
nators and the staff of personnel, finance, transportation, and physical
plant offices who did not report, administrators reported spending 1,363
hours on planning and implementation. This translates into 170 days of

full-time work. Continuing time costs totaled 740 hours or 92.5 full-time
days. This represents a full-time person for March through June or a
pait-time person for a longer period of time. A number of centraladminis-
trators felt the organization of-summer, .school" would probably improve if
one person was giVen this as a single project for the year, or at least
as a primary responsibility with release, time from other d4,ties. Since

everyone involved during 1981-82 had other responsibilities, it was
difficult to adequately coordinate the work of various individuals and
committees.

In terms of initial and on-going time costs, 44% of the planning time was
listed as initial, 48% as continuing time costs. About 8% was not specifie
as either. Under implementation, 12% were listed as initial time costs,
70% as continuing, and 18% were unspecified.

G-8 1 7i
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Allocations and Expenditures:

Budget allocations for the Summer School Pilot grant from TEA are shown in
Attachment G-4., Expenditures to date are shown below for the combined
local and TEA grant expenses by line item. Costs for FICA,nurses, and
custodians have not yet been processed. Evaluation costs will continue
through October.' Some other invoices or charges could also be missing
or charged tothe wrong funding source.
follows:

'Salaries (6111, 6113):
Teachers '

Principals

Preliminary charges are as

$123,845.80
$ 27,.600.00

Clerical Staff $' 3,945.50
-Librarian $ 3.016.00
Monitors $ 7,412.07
Evaluator $ 2,274.60

Evaluation Consultants (6213) $ 2,510.28
Teacher Training Stipends $ 16,584 66
General'Supplies (6391)

InstrUctional $ 41,231.73
Administrative $ 972.85
Snacks $ 4,159.70
Testing $ 140.75

Reproduction (6285) $ 2,526.64
Transportation (6499) $ 27,420.72
Electricity (6273) $ 9,668.00
Fees $ 10,320.00
Travel 96.83

$263,548.91

Final Charges should be available in October and will be listed in the
November report. Based on an enrollment of 1;193 students, the per
pupil cost was $221.06 (excluding any outstanding charges and central
administrator time).



Attachment G-1
(Page 1 of 2)

82 -F AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
Office of Research and Evaluation

September 10, 1982

TO: Administrators Addressed

'FROM: Nancy nen

SUBJECT: Cost Analysis for Summer Schobl

We are currently preparing the first report on the summer school for the

Texas Education. Agency (TEA). One aspect of this report is a cost-

analysis, including one-time and continuing costs if the program is

repeated.

We would like'to count the important contribution in planning and imple-

mentation time of District administrators not paid by summer school funds..

As one of these important contributors, I would appreciate it if you could

fill in the attached time estimate form. Please do the f011owing:

1) Estimate, the total hours you spent on each activity.(if any).

2) Estimate the portion of the total hours which were one-time
initial costs (time which would not have to be repeated if

the program is repeated again in the same way).

3) Estimate the portion of the total hours which are continuing

costs (time which would have to be put in again even if the

same program is repeated).

Feel free to add activities under "Other" if I've forgotten anything major

Thanks a lot!

NB:rrf.
Attachment

Administrators addressed:

Hermelinda Rodriguez
Timy Baranoff
Joan Burnham
Anita Uphaus
Nancy Duncan
Connie Cripps
Roberta Green
Teresita Rodriguez

Anita Coy
Alicia Martinez
Paola Zinnecker
Lucy Sahraie
Eleanor Dugger
Lavonne Rogers
Anna Salinas
Kathryn Stone
Elma Berrones

G77 ///
Approved:

Director, Office of Research and Evaluation
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SUMMER SCROOL
TIME ESTIMATE

Attachment G-1
(continued, Page 2 of 2)

..-

ACTIVITY :

TOTAL
ROUES SPENT

INITIAL

TIME COSTS*
CONTINUING
TtME COSTS

:PLANNING

-

.

,

.

.

.

Choosing Curriculum

. .Developing CurricalumMaterials

Setting Up Procedures for Using,Curriculum

Grant Writing /

Overall Summer School Organization

Planning Transportation

' Assigning Students to Schools/Teachers

Enrollment Forms and Procedures

Home Visits/Phone. Calls

Follawup Planning ____ . _

Budget

Staff Development

Evaluation

Other

IMPLEMENTATION

Reproduction of Materials
. .

Pickup and Delivery of Materials

Assistance to Teachers .

, Answering Parent Questions

Assisting Directors

Budget .

Followup (Count Secretary Time)

Other

*rime costs which should be necessary only once. That is, if the same program is done
. again, this time would not be needed.

PLEASE RETURN BY SEPTEMBER 17 TO: NANCY BAENE1
ORE, BOX 79, ADM. BLDG.

c-ni. 74



82-F Suggested Materials for

Math for Everyone.

Cuisenaire Co. of America, Inc.
12 Church Street, Box D
New Rochelle, NY 10805

Attachment G-2

Dr. Jim's Elementary Math
Prescriptions (Gr. 1-6)

35010 $12.95

Addison Wesley Pub. Co. Mathematics Their Way
2725 Sand Hill Rd. Room a204
Menlo Park, CA 94025 04320 $20.64.

Creative Publications
P.O. Box 10328
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Enrichment:

KtIstrokes

Calculator Capers 1 73"

The Mathworks,Handbook of
Activities for Helping Students
Learn Mathematics (K-8)

10770 $19.95

Good Time Math Event Book (Gr.4-

10075 $8.95



Directors Elementary

Attachment G-3
Page 1 of

*0

SUMMER SCHOOL
TIME ESTLMATE

ACTIVITY
' TOTAL
HOURS SPENT

INITIAL '

TIME COSTS*
CONTINUING
TIME COSTS

PLANNING

Choosing Curriculait 4 Directors
break it

did not
'down.

Developing Curriculum Ma ials

Setting Up Procedures forsing Curriculum

grant Writing 1

Overall Summer School Organization 40

Planning Transportation 4

Assigning Students to Schools/Teachers 4

Enrollment Forma and Procedures 12

Rome Visits/Phone Calls

Followup Planning 7

Budget 5

Scat's' Development 2

Evaluation - . 2

Other : Planning Recreational Activities
with Community Schools 2 .

Form Development 3

TOTAL 86
IltPLMENTATION

-

Reproduction ot,Naterials
.

Pickup and Delivery of Materials
.

Assistance to Teachers .

Answering Parent Questions 18

Assisting Directors 8

Budeec .

.

2

Followup (Count Secretary Time) 18

I.

Other: School Visica/Oliservation 12
TOTAL 58

vrime costs which should be necessary only once. That is, if the same program Is done.
again, this time would not be needed.

PLEASE RETURN. BY Sa-TEHBER 17 TO: NANCY BAENEN
ORE, 30X 79

G-13-
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82-F Attachment G-3
(Continued, Page 2 of 4)

sntin SCHOOL,
TLYEESTLMATE

ACTIVITY
TOTAL

`HOURS SPENT
INITIAL

TIME COSTS*
CONTINUING
TIME COSTS

PLANNING

.

Choosing Curriculum 85 50 35

Developing Curriculum Materials

Setting Up Procedures for Using Curriculum 50 15 35
.

Grant Writing -

Overall Summer School Organization 20 10 10

Planning Transportation

Assigning Students to Schools/Teachers

Enrollment Forms and Procedures

Home Visits/Phone Calls

Follawup Planning 20 10 10

Budget 10 10

Staff Development 65 5 60

Evaluation
19 0 19

Other
TOTAL

o
269 90 179

=2LeaWTATION

Reproduction of Materials 30 15 15

Pickup and Delivery of Materials 20 0 20

Assistance to Teachers 20 0 20

.
,

Answering ?arenc Questions 5 . 0 5

Assisci:v Directors 10 0 10

Budget
5 0 5

Followup (Count Secretary Time) 15 0 15

Other
TOTAL 105 15 90

*Time costs which should be necessary only once. That is, if the same program is done
again, this time would not be needed.

PLEASE RETURN 3Y SEPTMIBER 17 TO: NANCY 3ALNEN
ORE, 30X 79

G-14
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82-F Attachment G-3
(Continued, Page 3 of 4)

SUMMER SCHOOL
TIME

Language Arcs Coordinators**.

TAL

ACTIVITY SPENT
INITIAL

TIME COSTS*
CONTINUING
TIME COSTS

itlatIMINNW

PLANNMIC

Choosing Curriculum 99 74 25

Developing Curriculum Materials 31 31 0

Setting Up Procedures foriUsing Curriculum 174 145 29

Grant Writing

Overall Summer School Organization

nanning Transportation.

6 6

Asvigning Students co Schools/Teachers

Enrollment Forms and Procedures

game Visits/PhoneCalls

Followup Planning
4 0 4

Budget 10 10

Staff'Developmenc' 46 46

5
Evaluation

Other. Developing Materials' Allocation Forms 6 3 3

Allocat
Allocating Materials co Schools

TOTAL

tITLEMENTATION

19
"2"57

19
147

Reproduction of Materials 7 7

Pickup and Delivery of Materials 32 32

Assistance to Teachers
43 39

Answering Parent Questions

Assisting Directors 33 33

Budget 4 4

F011owup (Count Secretary Time) 2 2

Other: Record-keeping Orders from 4 Companies 8 0 8

TOTAL 129 0 125

*Time costs which should he necessary only once. That is, if the same program is done
again, this time would not be needed.

**Based on responses of 5 of 7 Coordinators. About 10X of the committee's time Was spent

On LEP program plus 46, hours for 3 coordinacors.

PLEASE RETURN BY SEPTEMBER 17-TO: gANCY BAEMEN
ORE, BOX 79
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82-F Attachment G-3
(Continued, Page 4. of 4)

Evaluator/Planner

SUXaR SCHOOL
TLME ESTLMATE

Ac7.7.1.rtrr

TOTAL
HOURS SPENT

INITIAL

TIME COSTS*

CONTINUING
TIME COSTS

PLANNING

t?

Choosing CurriCulum

Developing Curriculum Materials

Setting Up Procedures for Using Curriculum 4 2 2

Grant Writing 120 40 80

Overall Smother 1Chool Organization 4 2 2

Planning Transportation

Assigning Students to Schools/Teacher

Enrollment Forms and Procedures 1. 1

Home Visits/PhJne Calls
15 10 5

Followup Planning
50 15 35

Budget
18 18

Staff Development
12 6 6

Evaluation
18 12

Other: Developing Test Record Forms 8 2

TOTAL! 250 88 162

=FLEMENTATION

Reproduction of Materials

Pickup and Delivery of Materials 14 4 10

Assistance to Teachers 3 3

Answering Parent Questions 1 1

Assisting Directors 3 3

Budget 3 3

Followup (Count Secretary Time) 14 8 6

Other: Evaluation Activities 30 10 '20

Supervising Intern
TOTAL

25 10, 15

95 32 63
*Time costs which should be necessary only once. That is, if the same program is done

again, this time would not be needed.

?LEASE RETURN 3? SEPTEMBER 17 TO: NANCY 3AENEN
ORE, 30k 79
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